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Foreword
For some time many of the Federation of Small Businesses’ members in Wales have had concerns about
the Welsh economy, and have questioned whether economic policymaking in Wales really meets the
needs of their businesses and the communities they serve.
With this in mind, FSB Wales decided to commission a substantial piece of work – one which would look
at what is going on within the Welsh economy, and suggest alternative approaches to yield a better future
for small businesses and communities within Wales.
We felt that an outside perspective would be essential to that task. With that in mind, the team at CRESC
was a natural choice for us, as we felt their previous work on the foundational economy and industry
supply chains would bring valuable insights to the work.
The result of the project is this independent report What Wales Could Be. It is a report that challenges
much of the received wisdom that exists around the Welsh economy.
However, in its recognition of the role of grounded firms it reflects many of the experiences of the FSB’s
10,000 members from across Wales.
Not all of the recommendations in this report will find their way into FSB Wales policy, but it has shaped
key recommendations in the FSB Wales manifesto for the next Welsh Government.
The conclusions reached by CRESC may be challenging to some in Wales, but I think that the emphasis on
grounded firms and its call for government to ‘up the ask’ from big business strikes a chord with many of
our members here in Wales.
I really hope that this significant piece of research will help to spark a fresh debate over the future of the
economy in Wales; a debate that causes us to properly consider how we can build a better Welsh
economy and think a little more imaginatively about What Wales Could Be.
Janet Jones
FSB Wales Policy Unit Chair
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About This Report
This is a public interest report based on independent research into the Welsh economy by the
Centre for Research on Socio Cultural Change (CRESC) at the University of Manchester. Karel
Williams headed an intensive eight month research project from January 2015 to September
2015 when the project’s full time researcher was Lucy Brill. The salary costs of the project were
funded partly from an ESRC award and partly by FSB Wales.
We are grateful to Iestyn Davies, head of external affairs for FSB Wales and Rachel Bowen, policy
manager for FSB Wales. They had the imagination to see the need for an independent review of
the Welsh economy; and the realism to accept that this final report would produce challenging
policy recommendations. The CRESC researchers are solely responsible for the contents of the
final report which benefits from FSB comments but does not reflect the corporate position of
the FSB, or of individual officers within it.
The CRESC centre continues to facilitate and support radical, interdisciplinary research in a way
that is unique. This research team has, in different combinations, now worked together on a
variety of related projects on the on-going financial crisis and on industrial policy choices, partly
through collaboratively funded public interest research. Recent CRESC public interest reports
include Bringing Home the Bacon a report on meat supply for the VION meat processing
company and the Great Train Robbery on railways for the TUC.
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Executive Summary
This report proposes new ways of understanding the intractable problems of the Welsh economy,
critically reviews existing Welsh Government policies and recommends radical alternatives (pp. 10-11).
The aim is to encourage a political debate about new kinds of policy which could make Wales a better
place.
In terms of problem definition this report challenges the idea that the output gap against London and the
South East is a measure of Welsh failure and that raising GVA per capita is the superordinate objective of
policy (pp. 13-15). The output gap is practically unclosable because that would require an implausible
acceleration in Welsh growth rates; and it is politically irrelevant after austerity when the challenge is not
raising the average but maintaining minimum welfare standards for all Welsh citizens (pp. 15-17).
The policy implication is that the WG needs new metrics and a multi-indicator economic and social
“dashboard” approach to welfare (p. 17). This would incidentally shift the focus away from consumption
spend which in the UK drives GDP growth. It would ensure a much clearer focus on deficiencies in the
provision of foundational goods and services for all the population (housing, transport and utility supply,
health, education, care and food).
In terms of policy, the WG has a suite of policies on skills, infrastructure and finance to boost
competitiveness (pp. 23-24) and such policies reflect a continuing preoccupation with encouraging
inward investment by mobile firms (pp. 32-33). The WG’s policies and objectives are generic and mimetic
because every laggard region in Western Europe is doing much the same.
There are many good social reasons for spending more on educating our citizens and improving
connectivity but the WG is mistaken when it supposes that such expenditures boost growth (p. 24). In
the British form of property-based capitalism, growth is unsustainably driven by housing equity
withdrawal boosting consumption (p. 26); and there is no evidence that higher skills attract mobile firms
(p.20).
This report takes a different approach which starts from a more ecological understanding of the Welsh
economy as a kind of habitat which sustains a diverse population of various kinds of firms and behaviours
pp. 26-29). WG policy needs to be geared to the specifics of that population which has two relevant
characteristics:


The missing Welsh Mittelstand. Wales has a very interesting dumbbell distribution of firm sizes.
Most Welsh employment is in micro and larger firms and the corollary is a missing Mittelstand with
only 10, 000 firms and 25% of employment in the size range 10-250 (pp. 34-35)



The continuing importance of grounded firms. Many small and medium firms are tied to a locality
by highly specific resources; large private firms or public organisations in the foundational
economy (e.g. supermarkets and hospitals) are tied by the branches and networks necessary to
delivery (p. 32).

The first policy challenge is to understand why Wales does not have a Mittelstand. Case histories of the
stunted development of firms like Rachel’s Dairy, Halo Foods or Avana identify a common problem (pp.
36-9). Owner-managers or founding entrepreneurs exit early and then we have churning of ownership.
Four changes in 15 years at Rachel’s (p.37) or six in 25 years at Avana (pp.38-9) undermine brand and
strategy.
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The WG’s policy response should be to build new frameworks for ownership continuity which meet
owner manager objectives like wealth release and thereby incentivise owner-managers to hold and build
firms (pp. 41-43).
WG policy has in its way tried to engage specifics of firm stock and behaviour through various policies. It
has proudly reformed public procurement to give preference to Welsh firms (pp. 45-46) and introduced
a key sectors policy (p. 54). None of this has been thought through, so policy is either ineffectual or
counterproductive.
Welsh politicians and NGOs have all welcomed increases in the percentage of WG procurement going to
Welsh firms without reflecting on the limits of this kind of postcode localism (pp. 50-51). The key WG
measures of successful localisation are based primarily on invoice postcodes which are fairly meaningless
(pp. 51-52); so are the measures of jobs and training provided (p. 51).
The WG’s objective of stopping leakage through local preference makes no sense when Wales is a small
open economy of corridors without significant agglomeration (pp. 16-18, pp. 41-3). The WG should
instead focus on connected procurement which would use volume expenditure in a few areas (like
construction or adult care) to build firm capability (pp. 51-4); and ensure Welsh councils collect relevant
information like their spend with SMEs (p. 51).
Key sectors policy is another source of confusion because it is not a way of sensibly focusing effort. The
economic focus is too wide because the number of key sectors has grown to nine and they include 65%
of firms and 43% of Welsh employment (p. 56). The political focus is too narrow because most sectors
are represented by a few businesspeople which creates a risk of cronyism (p.56).
More fundamentally, WG needs a new kind of economic policy which engages with the specific problems
of individual sectors. We illustrate this approach by considering food and adult care:


In food, the supermarkets are top predators who have captured the profits of the processors and
left Welsh dairy and sheep farmers exposed to volatile market prices (pp. 59-64). The supermarkets
boast of local procurement which in the case of Tesco accounts for no more than 5% of the £2
billion that Welsh consumers spend in Welsh Tesco stores (p. 68); the WG’s social ask should be
for fair prices for Welsh produce sold right across the UK (pp.68-9)



In adult care, we focus on residential homes. Here the financialised largely PE owned chains are an
invasive species who have normalised an expectation of 12% rate of return on capital (pp.73-4)
and are building new homes which will displace older converted houses operated by small mom
and pop firms (pp.74-5). Here the opportunity is for WG to borrow more cheaply at 5% or less and
construct new homes for operation by small firms who could pay substantially higher wages
because the capital charge would be lower (pp. 73-74).

New policies like these require a fundamental shift in political mentality. The WG should break with the
idea of creating a generic business friendly environment so as to boost competitiveness (and at the same
time recognise that it would be futile to revert to anti-business policies). Instead the WG’s role should be
to encourage responsible business by promoting continuity of ownership for SMEs and “raising the social
ask” of big business and public organisations in the foundational economy (p. 7, 11, 70).
The underlying assumption throughout is that economic and social policy objectives are inseparably
intricate in a way that WG has failed to recognise. We want responsible business because that will make
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it easier to ensure the supply of foundational goods and services, such as housing, adult care, broadband,
for all our citizens (p. 78).
These arguments open up a new political understanding of what Wales could be. What we have is
devolution, narrowly understood as the home rule transfer of powers over tax and spend from London
to Cardiff. What we need is a broadening of the definition of what is politically negotiated between
government and business (pp.77-8).
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Introduction
What Wales Could Be
adfyd a ddwy wybodaeth, a gwybodaeth ddoethineb

I

n the words of the old Welsh proverb above, adversity brings knowledge and from knowledge comes
wisdom. In all of Europe, including Wales, learning from adversity is now much more difficult and
uncertain despite the supports of democratic process and academic knowledge. Most obviously, the
post-2008 great financial crisis has brought great hardship to many across Europe, but few experts or
ordinary citizens believe that finance has been re-regulated so that crisis cannot happen again. Most have
doubts about the unintended consequences of policy responses like quantitative easing as well as
Eurozone bail-outs. This is deeply, paradoxical because, since Manuel Castells1 in the mid-1990s,
intellectuals have argued that we live in a new knowledge-based epoch and our capacity to acquire and
manipulate digital information has certainly increased hugely. Yet, still we lack the political and technical
capacity to manage our economies for the benefit of all our citizens. As Piketty2 demonstrates, inequality
increases in an apparently uncontrollable way in all high income societies.
The intractability of UK and Welsh economic problems and pervasive citizen disappointment is thus part
of a larger problem about how wanting things to be different does not make them so. As elsewhere in
Europe, regional divisions and economic insecurities are undermining the political franchise of
established centrist parties who then respond with policies such as city mayors and the Northern
Powerhouse initiative in England. We should remember that, in the UK after the 2008 financial crisis,
everybody wanted a ‘rebalanced economy’ and Peter Mandelson and Vince Cable at the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) introduced a more active industrial policy. However, the recent
record on manufacturing output, investment or the trade deficit shows there has been no renaissance of
UK manufacturing. Instead finance-led, credit-based growth delivers Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
increases. As with other old industrial regions in Northern Europe, Wales has never recovered from losing
its high income position through 1980s deindustrialisation. After 15 years of devolved government, Wales
has a suite of industrial and regional policies which demonstrate political concern, but apparently cannot
close the gap in Gross Value Added (GVA) between Wales and London and the South East.
Against this background, the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) Wales approached researchers from
the Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change (CRESC) research centre at the University of
Manchester with a brief to look at the question of how Wales could do better and what Wales could be.
The brief was to produce a substantial report which covered three areas. The first was to examine how
the underperformance of the Welsh economy was conventionally defined, and whether that problem
could usefully be reframed. The second was to provide a critical review of existing Welsh Government
(WG) policy objectives and policy instruments which would examine whether, how and why they were
not delivering better economic outcomes. Third was to propose and develop some radical alternative
policies which would promise to deliver more of what Wales could be. The CRESC researchers obtained
funding from the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) for this project on the understanding that
they were not consultants or advisers but independent researchers, as they had been in previous projects
for the UK Trades Union Congress (TUC) on railways or Vion on meat supply. FSB Wales supported the
work on the understanding that the project’s findings and recommendations might input to FSB policy,
but would not in any way be FSB policy.
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As the research progressed, the CRESC researchers released some work in progress in the form of a short
piece on grounded firms for TUC Wales and another on the missing Mittelstand for the Institute of Welsh
Affairs (IWA). The response underscored the need to clarify three points about the approach of this
report:
1. This is an outsiders’ report. None of this report’s authors has played any part in Welsh politics since
devolution, and CRESC has never previously been retained to provide research or expert advice for
WG or civil society. One senior author is Welsh by background but has never published on Wales.
Our only involvement has been a couple of public lectures and short columns on the relevance of
our foundational economy ideas to Wales3, as we have also done in Scotland.4 We are pleased that
these ideas have been taken up in the Deep Place5 report which stands out as the only bold and
imaginative current attempt to rethink Wales’ economic and social problems. But the muted
response in Cardiff to that report about Tredegar shows how difficult it is to get radical ideas
considered, let alone turned into Welsh policy. Part of the problem is the small size of the Cardiff
policy community where many are primarily engaged by non-economic issues. Hence, the problem
of group think about economic problem definitions as much as solutions. This starts from
unthinking acceptance of the problem of the output gap and leads to conventional thinking about
policies on infrastructure and suchlike. If these policies are not working in their own terms, it is
time to bring in new ideas from outside.
2. This is not an economics report. The monoculture of mainstream economics is a major part of the
Welsh policy problem because it promotes work within one paradigm rather than reflection on the
limited field of visibility around key concepts like markets and competition. In response, we would
not wish to promote one alternative paradigm, because that would produce a different, but
probably not a broader, vision. Hence the importance of combining different kinds of expertise in
an authorial team and the choice of an open organising metaphor from ecology, so that Wales
becomes the habitat of a population of firms. Our authorial team includes one trained economist;
she is complemented by an academic accountant and a private equity (PE) practitioner who have
different core competencies in ‘follow the money’ research; while our political scientist reminds
us that the economy and society cannot be disentangled. The project research assistant has a
background in social research which allowed her to contribute the company life histories of
ownership churning in SMEs which figure prominently in our analysis.
3. This is a radical report, which proposes new and different policies which cannot be categorised as
either left or right in orthodox terms. In Wales, as in Westminster or Scotland, administrations
change but none so far break with the Blair-Brown orthodoxy about business-friendly government
and enterprise. In that orthodoxy, the role of government is to produce a generic environment
which is favourable to all business through structural reform, low taxes, infrastructure and training.
This has turned into a benefit for irresponsible big business, but it would be foolish to just turn
policy upside down and revert to traditional leftist anti-business policies. The role of government
would then be to displace private business by nationalisation and to curb the rest with high rates
of tax. This would be a futile denial of the irreversible changes of the past 30 years. Policy has now
to start from the fact that private business plays a leading role in our economy. Our report then
goes on to develop one big, disruptive idea: the role of government should be to encourage
responsible business and discourage socially-irresponsible business through innovative policies
which engage the specifics of activity, time and place.
The report which does this is organised in a relatively straightforward way into four chapters. The first
chapter challenges the standard problem definition about a Welsh per capita output gap, and explains
CRESC | Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change
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how an ecological approach can help us better understand the diverse population of firms in Wales. The
second chapter identifies the problem of the missing Mittelstand in Wales and relates that to the problem
of ownership churning, before proposing policies to discourage early exit by owner-managers. The third
chapter critiques WG procurement policy and proposes an alternative. The fourth chapter questions WG
key sector policy and shows how analysis of industry specifics in food and adult care can open up new
possibilities of intervening for more responsible business. A conclusion provides an overview and opens
out the debate to connect the issues around rethinking economic policy to the constitutional settlement
in Wales.
Much of the report is closely argued and engaged with specifics, so it is useful to begin by highlighting
the points of analysis and recommendations which break with orthodoxy.


The necessity of challenging existing thinking to reassess what we value and measure in terms of
our economy. The difficulties in narrowing the per capita output GVA gap are underlined. Our
report then calls for a ‘dashboard’ of measures to assess Wales’ economic position and progress
along with a new emphasis on sustaining minimum standards for all citizens.



The absence of a developed German-style Mittelstand of long-established medium-sized firms in
Wales. The stunting of SMEs is related to early exit when owner-managers sell out and ownership
is then churned by big corporates and PE. Our report then proposes to slow this kind of churning
by introducing policies which give owner-managers a financial incentive to hold.



The importance of re-thinking procurement for local Welsh benefit. The WG has been distracted by
postcode measures of routine procurement, and has not sufficiently considered the impact from
outsourcing public services. Our report recommends a new connected procurement approach
which would use volume public sector demand to build firm capability in a few sectors.



The need to redirect policy away from encouraging inward investment by mobile firms towards
supporting grounded firms which are either SMEs or large private and public organisations
delivering foundational goods and services. Here, specific policies can develop industrial capability
and social responsibility, as our report proposes for food and adult care.



The first new priority for the WG should be ‘raising the social ask’ of all large grounded businesses
in relevant ways. This would mean that, for example, the major supermarket chains do not solve
their own problems at the expense of Welsh processors and producers who need fair prices and a
UK-wide market for meat and dairy products.



The need for research into industry specifics which can identify new levers for change and
possibilities of public-private partnership. In residential adult care, for example, the opportunity is
for low-cost public borrowing by the WG to build homes for operation by small operators, with
lower capital costs allowing the payment of higher wages.



A caution that more and cheaper finance is not a panacea for small and medium-sized businesses
in Wales and current proposals for a Development Bank for Wales may give PE a larger field of
action, thus increasing ownership churn. The demand for borrowing will remain low until more
businesses have supply chain security that depends on large firms behaving responsibly.
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Chapter 1
From the Welsh Gap to the Conditions of Enterprise
More than 15 years after the creation of a devolved Welsh Government (WG) in 1999, Wales is not
economically in a good place and is in urgent need of revitalisation. This chapter argues that orthodox
economic thinking and mainstream policies are leading Wales nowhere through their primary concern
with increasing per capita income. Orthodox diagnosis starts from noting a gross value added (GVA) gap
between Wales and other parts of the UK which is practically very difficult to close and certainly
impossible to narrow through the WG policies of training, infrastructure and finance. These policies do
not engage with the specific characteristics of the Welsh economy, nor with the current context of
austerity which makes it more urgent to protect minimum standards.
If orthodox thinking does not specify a relevant problem nor identify intelligent solutions, it is time to
think again. This report does so by changing the frame around knowledge so that we can see Welsh
problems differently and develop more relevant policy proposals which have some leverage on the
problems. This revisionism builds on our earlier work on the foundational economy, in that it emphasises
the importance of providing basic goods and services for all citizens.6 But this report also needs to take a
broader view of what’s in the economy because the argument also covers activities like public purchasing
or the provision of finance, which have figured as levers in what the WG presents as its industrial and
regional policies.
Specifically, as this chapter explains, we now draw on a new, more ecological way, of thinking about the
problems and possibilities of specific sectors and everything that lies west of the border with England.
This reframing allows our report to develop an alternative analysis which is focused explicitly on the
diversity of firm types and their interaction with each other and with the environment. Thus the second
chapter highlights the problem of the missing Welsh Mittelstand or the relatively limited number of small
and medium firms employing 10 to 250; the third chapter explores the difficulties of using procurement
as a tool for local economic development; while chapter four highlights how the behaviour of the
supermarkets creates problems for processors as well as farmers and how financialised chains can
squeeze out small operators in adult residential care.
On the basis of this reframing, our report proposes a radical redefinition of the objectives and
instruments of WG industrial policy. The new aim of WG industrial policy should be to change the stock
of firms and their behaviour so as to build both industrial capability and social responsibility. The WG
continues the old Welsh Development Agency (WDA) preoccupation with attracting mobile firms and
justifies its policies with questionable measures of success. It would be more sensible to work on the
grounded firms which cannot easily move. This means building a Mittelstand of firms in key activities
through new kinds of policy to discourage churning of ownership; this also requires more social
responsibility from the giant firms, like supermarkets and utilities, which are tied to Wales by the
networks and branches through which they deliver foundational goods and services.
The chapter which develops these arguments about changing the conditions of enterprise is organised in
a relatively straightforward way. The first section explains how and why the Welsh policy community’s
preoccupation with a GVA gap is misguided when the challenge increasingly is not to raise the per capita
average but to protect minima. A second section emphasises some Welsh specifics especially the
importance of topographic divisions around the mountains in the middle. The third section explains how
these specifics are lost sight of in the generic industrial policies of the WG which have little leverage and
CRESC | Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change
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do not recognise that consumption (not production) drives UK growth. The fourth and final section
outlines our different way of thinking which starts from an ecological idea of the Welsh economy as a
habitat which sustains firms of many different kinds.

The (unclosable) Welsh gap
GDP is not the be-all and end- all when we come to measure welfare… Yet it is a reasonable
indicator of commercial success with a fair to good correlation with the other good things of life….
Wales was at 72.2% of UK GVA per head in 2013-14, the latest available figure.’
(IWA, 2015, An Economic Strategy for Wales).7
In recent major reports on the Welsh economy,8 the economic problem is defined as the Welsh gap. The
one imaginative and innovative recent study of Wales - the 2014 Deep Place report on Tredegar- has
been pigeon holed as a local study which is ignored by those writing about “the economy”. In their
reports, the deficit of Welsh performance against other UK regions continues to be measured using the
standard EU measure of GVA per capita and it is assumed or asserted that the aim of policy should be to
close this gap. In 2012, the GVA deficit provided the ‘Offa’s Gap’ title for the Plaid Cymru Economic
Commission’s report which began by insisting that the WG should retain an explicit aim of raising GVA
per capita.9 In 2015, three years later, GVA deficiency is the benchmark starting point for the mainstream
thinking in the IWA report on ‘An Economic Strategy for Wales’.
The GVA measure is widely cited but often poorly understood, so it is worth explaining how GVA is
defined as a measure of income which closely tracks Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Eurostat (the
statistical body of the EU) requires the calculation of regional GVA in member states so that it has become
the standard basis for UK and European comparisons of economic performance. GVA is an income
measure calculated by adding up the incomes generated by resident individuals and corporations in the
production of goods and services (minus depreciation) in a given period.10 GDP correlates with GVA
because GDP is GVA plus taxes (and minus subsidies).
The standard regional comparison is of Welsh GVA per capita with that for London and for the UK as a
whole. The data for the past 25 years are summarised in exhibit 1.1. This shows a gentle, sustained
relative decline over the whole period up to the financial crisis, so that Welsh GVA has come to rest
somewhere around 70% of the UK average. The gap against the high income centre in London is even
more alarming as Wales has drifted down from 54 to 42% of London GVA per capita, as London has pulled
away from Wales and other regions.
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Exhibit 1.1: Welsh GVA per capita as % GVA per capita in the UK and in London11

The problem with these standard GVA per capita measures is that they encourage a preoccupation with
closing the income gap, as explained below.
1. First, GVA per capita sets up an unattainable objective because, as a matter of simple arithmetic it
is nearly impossible to close the income gap. This appears to have been tacitly admitted by the WG when
it quietly dropped its objective of attaining 90% of UK GDP. The difficulty of closing the gap is also
recognised in the IWA Strategy report which talks of the need for an ‘economic miracle’,12 and, more
pessimistically is registered by Calvin Jones who notes that UK regional differentials in per capita GVA
have been maintained rather than closed over time.13
The arithmetical impossibility of closing the gap can be demonstrated by a simple comparison of the
income growth rates achieved over the past 25 years and the income growth necessary if the gap is to be
closed over the next 25 years (which, on present form, we would expect to be a low growth period with
rates of less than 2% per annum). As exhibit 1.2 shows, Welsh growth has to accelerate from 0.6 % to
2.4% per annum to close the gap. Put another way, Wales has grown half as fast as the UK over the past
25 years; but, to close the gap, Wales must now, in a low growth environment, grow twice as fast as the
UK over the next 25 years.
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Exhibit 1.2: Projections for GVA growth to ‘Close the Gap’ between Wales & the UK14

2. Second, closing the GVA per capita income gap is unlikely to benefit the majority of the Welsh
population. Giving citizens income through employment does not of course solve a host of complex
problems - such as provision of medical services or housing, which also require social planning and public
expenditure - so that higher incomes do not automatically correlate with better social outcomes. In
Wales, the extra complication is that many citizens are ill-placed to claim extra income through the labour
market. Specifically, in the Welsh case, some 20% of the working age population in the South Wales
former industrial areas are outside the workforce and dependent on benefits, which are being cut. Within
the workforce, deregulation of the labour market has undermined the bargaining position of many
workers, so that, if the per capita (average) income gap was closed, it would not benefit the wages of the
bottom 20 to 40% of working households because the majority of gains would be captured by those in
the upper half of the income distribution.
To demonstrate this last point we present UK data, fairly confident that the Welsh regional figures would
be no less unequal, given the extent of low wages in Wales which (along with Northern Ireland) has the
lowest average weekly wages in the UK. This also and incidentally highlights the paucity of data available
at a Wales level. As exhibits 1.3 and 1.4 show, the top 20% of working (non-retired) households in the UK
captured nearly 50% of the increase in nominal income under successive Conservative and Labour
governments. The bottom 20% of working households obtained almost nothing from the labour market
so that their income gains were dependent on redistribution through tax credits and such like. These
benefits are being scaled back by the current UK Government. This is part of a more general story of
growing inequality which has been charted by Anthony Atkinson who finds that, historically, benefit cuts
and the decline in collective bargaining increase inequality.15
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Exhibit 1.3: UK non-retired household share of (nominal) income growth16

Exhibit 1.4: UK non-retired household share of (nominal) final income growth
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Given the seemingly impossible problem of closing the gap, the WG should discard GVA growth as a key
policy objective – recognising that it is no more than one among many indicators - and define other
measures of achievement. Put another way, the WG needs to think more broadly about the range of
achievable and relevant indicators of material progress in a middle-income country with ongoing
economic problems. A genuine political debate needs to take place about those aspects of the economy
that we ought to be measuring. In this debate, the following fundamental rethinking needs to be taken
into consideration, first to recognise the limits of old economic indicators and second to develop new,
broader, kinds of indicators.
1. Wales needs a dashboard of multiple indicators of progress which provide a kind of balanced score
card, in line with the proposals made in 2009 in the report of the Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi
Commission.17 This would break with the old concept of national income accounting as a kind of
arithmetic which adds up everything within one order of worth and thereby creates endless
problems about what is included or excluded and how items are valued in the one account. For
instance, existing UK income accounts do not include unpaid care or externalities;18 while national
income accountants will always struggle to value banking and finance, even without worrying
about the practice of valuing government output at cost.19
2. Wales needs an inventory of deficiencies in the provision of the basic or foundational goods and
services necessary to welfare (utility supply, housing, food, health and care). In the absence of a
more equal distribution of income and wealth, growth of per capita incomes and output is
irrelevant (even if the planet can sustain it). Here we need to return to Beveridge’s concept of
measuring a basket of basic goods and services and recover Richard Titmuss’ perception that
welfare means ‘minimum standards for all citizens’ not misleading increases in average per capita
income levels.20 At the same time, it should be recognised that these concerns resonate in our own
times through the concept of ‘sufficiency’ which underpins the Bhutan experiment in rethinking
GDP.21 Meanwhile, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)’s Better
Life Index based on 11 components provides a starting point for considering a dashboard of diverse
welfare indicators.22
In the next generation, maintaining the minimum provision of basics for all citizens is likely to be a more
important challenge than raising the average level of GVA. This is because, in an age of austerity, Wales
is vulnerable to public expenditure cuts which will bear disproportionately on the large section of the
Welsh population dependent on social security or wage subsidy.
Wales is vulnerable because, on official Westminster calculations, as in exhibit 1.5, it is amongst the most
heavily subsidised UK regions. The comparison here is of all households (retired and active) across all the
different UK regions, on taxes paid compared with benefits received. This standard ONS calculation of
the Welsh tax and spend deficit is indicative, though incomplete because only 55% of benefits in kind can
be allocated to households: expenditure on roads, defence and environment is excluded from the
comparison. The ONS calculation is of course a partial and economically unfair representation because it
does not show how London’s fiscal surplus is built on the incomes which come from centralisation of UK
decision making – in terms of government and the corporate sector - plus the taxes paid on the flow of
financial revenues from the UK provinces and abroad. But in political terms the official calculation shows
Wales’ continuing dependence on a redistributive UK settlement and hence Wales’ vulnerability to
Westminster expenditure cuts.
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Exhibit 1.5: Total household income, taxes raised, spending and net outcome, for UK regions, in 20111223
All households ranked by Government Office Region (average per household)
Original
(plus) Cash
(plus)
(minus) All
Final
Net gain or
income
benefits
Benefits in
taxes
income
(loss): all
kind
benefits
minus taxes
£bill.
£bill.
£bill.
£bill.
£bill.
£bill.
North East

28.1

7.7

7.5

11.5

31.7

3.7

North West

82.6

17.9

19.8

34.0

86.3

3.7

Yorks and Humber

59.6

12.9

15.3

23.8

64.0

4.4

East Midlands

57.7

10.3

12.5

22.6

57.9

0.2

West Midlands

60.8

13.5

15.2

24.3

65.1

4.4

East

85.4

12.7

16.1

34.0

80.2

-5.2

London

131.3

17.6

24.3

49.1

124.1

-7.2

South East

129.0

19.5

24.7

51.9

121.3

-7.7

South West

68.5

13.5

15.4

27.7

69.6

1.2

Wales

32.4

7.9

8.8

12.8

36.4

3.9

Scotland

72.9

13.3

15.0

28.6

72.7

-0.2

All Households

808.0

146.9

174.6

320.4

809.2

1.2

The future of the redistributive settlement is very uncertain. But, after the 2015 budget, it is apparent
that the Westminster government has firm plans to cut social security expenditure on welfare and tax
credits by £46 billion over the five years.24 On a back of envelope basis, that means some £3 billion of
cuts in Wales, which would equate to a cut of £2,300 in the income of each of the 1.3 million households
in Wales. As exhibit 1.6 suggests, these cuts will not fall evenly on all households but will be concentrated
on those drawing social welfare and tax credits to supplement low wages; if the poorer half of the Welsh
working-age population bears the brunt, these households could lose £4,000 per annum.25
This is the cost of unwinding the peculiar 30 year UK experiment under Thatcher and Blair
administrations, which both unsustainably combined American-style labour markets spreading low pay
and European style social protections sub-venting inadequate wages. This has shifted the balance
between tax-paying and benefit claiming households so that UK Chancellors now find it hard to raise
taxes modestly and much easier to cut benefits and tax credits. As exhibit 1.7 shows, before 1979, 25%
of non-retired households received more in benefits than they paid in taxes; after the Labour
governments of 1997-2010, the percentage receiving more in benefits had risen to nearly 40%. Current
Westminster policies for reducing that ratio will have a significant impact on Wales: according to analysis
by Beatty and Fothergill, benefits losses of £550 per person of working age in Wales per annum by 201415 are larger than those in the UK as a whole (£470) or in Scotland (£480).26 The overall impact on the
Welsh economy is variously estimated to be £1bn per year by 2014-15 by Beatty and Fothergill, or £900m
per year by 2015-16 by the WG.27 Unless it is heroically assumed that all benefits lost will be replaced by
income from employment, this equates to a significant drop in consumer expenditure which will have a
marked impact on local businesses, particularly in those areas with higher levels of reliance on benefits.
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Exhibit 1.6: Losses from the benefit reforms by household type and across the income distribution in
Wales (excluding universal credit and PIPs), 2014-15 prices28
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Exhibit 1.7: The percentage of UK non-retired households receiving more in benefits than taxes paid29
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1.2 Welsh specifics: history and trajectory
…..just two hours from London and one hour from Manchester
(‘Getting to Wales’, VisitWales website on Wales as a holiday destination for the English)30
In the GVA framing, Wales appears as just another under-performing region, but it is important to
understand what distinguishes Wales from all the other laggard regions. In short, Wales is different from
other less prosperous regions by virtue of its history and topography, which makes it often easier to travel
to or from Wales than to move around within Wales.
The burden of history is well known because, as Calvin Jones puts it, Wales is a ‘poor peripheral region’
of the UK.31 South Wales is a long-industrialised, formerly high wage region (like the North East of
England, Walloon Belgium and the Pas de Calais). It is doubly undermined, first by the collapse of a heavy
extractive and processing base in coal and steel and second, by the flight of mass manufacturing to lower
wage sites in Asia and Eastern Europe. The mechanics of decline can be explained in different ways, but
everybody accepts that economic activity has moved on to other centres of prosperity and the Welsh
population has not.
Out-migration has not solved the problem; on the contrary the absence of out-migration has
compounded the problem. The population of Wales has actually increased by some 10% from 2.8 to 3.1
million in the 25 years of difficulty since 1989.32 The contrast between the 1930s and the 2010s is striking
because, in the depressed 1930s, some 400,000 left Glamorgan and Monmouthshire, mainly for the
Midlands and South East.33 The difference between the two periods tells us much about how changes to
labour and housing markets since the 1980s have made intra-UK migration from Wales to England more
difficult. In the earlier period it was possible to rent a family-sized house on wages from relatively wellpaid assembly line work in Slough or Oxford. In the 2010s, entry level jobs are typically in services
(especially in London) and have proved more suited to young migrant workers from outside the UK.
Just as important, but largely neglected in economic policy discussions, is the issue of topography because
Wales is an economy of corridors, without benefit of significant agglomeration. Topography has figured
in political analysis of Wales ever since Denis Balsom proposed three Welsh regions in the 1980s, as a
way of explaining voting patterns and party allegiances.34 But that perception about the mountains in the
middle has never been properly taken on board in economic policy discussion. At the simplest, almost all
the discussion is about the industrial corridors and we know of only one recent plan - Adam Price’s Arfor
discussion paper35 - which tackles the economic question of what is to be done for the rural hinterland.
Significantly, the Arfor paper was not animated by any kind of new economics but by the old politicocultural objective of creating a Welsh Gaeltecht, a region where Welsh is the primary spoken language.36
Wales is connected but in the wrong kind of way – by a fast road out of Wales. Economically the country
consists of two short corridors (M4 and Wrexham-Flint), separated by the upland back country which can
be called ‘cefn gwlad’. The corridors are very short: Pont Abraham to the Severn Bridge is 76 miles on the
M4, while Wrexham to Flint on the A55 and A483 is just 24 miles. The corridors are adjacent to English
regions which include many similar activities and larger cities: Wrexham is 55 road miles from Manchester
and less than 50 miles from Stoke, Chester, Warrington, Liverpool and Birkenhead. The Visit Wales web
site boasts ‘you can travel to Wales quickly and easily’37 and (just as easily travel from Wales) because it
takes just two hours by train from London to Cardiff or Manchester to Llandudno Junction. Moving about
inside Wales is more difficult because it takes more than three and a half hours to get by train or car from
Cardiff to Llandudno Junction.
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These problems are compounded by the pattern of development. In manufacturing, for example, Wales
has branch plants. Wales does not have surviving firm clusters as in Yorkshire woollens around
Huddersfield or still functioning industrial districts as in the five towns of the potteries which are the basis
for internal short distance networks. Large branch factories like Ford Bridgend or Airbus Broughton do
sustain a supply chain but this is mainly somewhere outside Wales, because they import most of their
components by long distance trucking, now a fixed feature of the post EU European single market culture
of manufacture and distribution. And when these large Welsh branch plants close, like Sony at Bridgend,
they can pay off their workers and leave behind no local network of suppliers which is capable of finding
different customers.
If topography divides and constrains the Welsh, they must also manage without benefit of significant
agglomeration. We have, in our Guardian manifesto,38 challenged the fashionable claim that cities drive
growth but would concede that any region or nation is boosted by the presence of large, high income
urban areas which provide both a volume of consumer and business spending as well as some component
that is high end demand. In this respect, the contrast between Wales and Scotland is striking. Cardiff and
Newport are relatively small and poor cities which both have GVA per capita of £22,000 or less, so that
Wales does not have one large, affluent urban centre. By way of contrast, Scotland has three such centres
in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen, which all have GVA per capita in the range of £30-36,000, matching
that of affluent southern English cities like Swindon and Milton Keynes. In fact as exhibits 1.8 and 1.9
show, the affluent urban centres ensure that Scotland has a higher percentage of population in high
income areas than in England (and Wales has none).
Exhibit 1.8: Distribution of GVA per capita across the devolved nations of the UK39
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Exhibit 1.9: Proportion of the population with a GVA per capita in the top 10% UK regions

The Welsh economy can be viewed as both a statistical aggregate and a curious artefact produced by
adding everything within political boundaries. Under devolved government, Wales has formally become
a kind of polity as a territory with its own representative institutions; albeit with a single party dominating
Welsh governments to date in the National Assembly. But Wales remains an economy of disconnects.
Demand and supply-side characteristics and topography ensure Wales is not an integrated economic
system whose internal characteristics and connections would spontaneously generate, retain and
distribute prosperity. This is the challenge for economic policy.

1.3 Industrial strategy?
Business as usual is no longer an option. Instead a clear vision of economic direction with a view
to changing the Welsh economy over the longer term, will now be needed. This means developing
an industrial strategy.
(NEF (2013), Towards an Industrial Strategy, Report for Wales Trades Union Congress).40
A 2013 report by the New Economics Foundation (NEF) called for a Welsh industrial strategy. The
question in this section is whether the WG has an industrial strategy with policies which can change the
direction of the Welsh economy over the longer term (or more modestly, deliver its declared objective
of GVA growth). The WG does have a full range of what might be called generic industrial policies, to
deliver improved economic performance by improving skills, infrastructure and finance provision. The
WG’s focus here is on supporting production, with the rationale for such assistance thought through the
metaphor of the economy as an input/output machine whose social outputs are jobs and growth (of
GVA/GDP). The problem is then two fold because the WG relies on policy levers which are not directly
connected to achieving these objectives. First, the policies to support production all rest on dubious
assumptions about the causal connections between inputs and output, so that for example a better
trained workforce will be able to find (better) jobs. Second, and more fundamentally, the WG
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misrecognises the character of the existing UK and Welsh growth model, where output growth is not
driven by any kind of productive capability but by consumption spend as debt allows households to bring
forward income.
The WG’s industrial policies are all grounded in a standard economics metaphor. The regional or national
economy is an input/output production machine which combines inputs to produce output; within the
GVA/GDP frame, the socially valuable results are jobs on the input side and growth of real incomes on
the output side. The broader environment, UK-wide and globally, then includes many regions and nations
all engaged in competition, which individual regions/nations can win by boosting the quality and quantity
of labour and capital inputs or by upgrading processes of development, production and logistics through
infrastructural investment. This view point is overwhelmingly single-firm and project-centred: winning is,
firstly, a matter of boosting the product market competitiveness of tradable sectors which will export
goods and services; and, secondly, capturing capital flows through inward investment which adds to the
stock of jobs and capable firms.
Industrial and regional policy is then a matter of assisting the productive processes, leading to generic
industrial policies in Wales which are the same as those in other UK regions and, indeed, right across
Europe. Within the standard economic frame, there are three key policy interventions which promise to
boost the productive performance of firms in competitive markets through training, infrastructure and
finance. The WG has developed policies on all three key issues and offers corollary support in a fourth
area through an inward investment agency.
1. Education and training aims to improve workforce skills which boost industry based in the region
and attract inward investment. The WG’s January 2014 Policy Statement on Skills has been
followed up with a Skills Implementation Plan which states ‘our ambition remains to develop a
skills system in Wales that supports our future competitiveness.’41
2. Infrastructure of road, rail and ICT (e.g. fast broadband) assists production by existing firms and
attracts inward investment. So in 2012 the WG published a ‘Wales Infrastructure Investment Plan
for Growth and Jobs’ premised on the claim that infrastructure ‘can provide an important and
much needed stimulus, creating the conditions for increased and sustained growth in the medium
and longer term.’42
3. Access to finance is highlighted because capital is an economic input to production. Hence the
original founding of the WG agency Finance Wales which may be replaced by the Development
Bank. The preliminary feasibility study of 2015 started from the position that ‘a number of market
gaps need to be addressed in the provision of finance for Welsh SMEs.’43
4. The corollary is an inward investment agency which advertises the benefits of the Welsh business
environment in relation to policies for training, infrastructure and firm finance. The current WG
Business Support web pages make an offer for firms considering relocation to Wales where the
WG promises ‘everything required to make it happen. From financial support, skills support, trade
support to property advice, through to support for research and development.’44
Devolved government has allowed the WG to take new initiatives in all these areas. But the policy
template of production assistance was set UK-wide much earlier in the 1980s when the Conservative
Government renounced other more interventionist forms of industrial policy, subsequently rubbished as
futile attempts to ‘pick winners.’ After the 2008 financial crisis dramatised the need for ‘rebalancing’ the
economy towards manufacturing, the UK government’s Department for Business, Innovation & Skills
(BIS) under Peter Mandelson, and subsequently Vince Cable, began to experiment once again with a new
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kind of activist industrial policy. This approach drew on a new style of business school discourse and
provided BIS with both a new language and new policies for building supply chains around primes or
anchor firms in industries like automotives,45 as well as creating catapult centres to boost innovation
systems on the German Fraunhofer model.46
New style industrial policy is very important in Scotland where the Scottish National Party (SNP) seized
on it as a key element to differentiate the nationalist offer and to project a distinctive economic purpose.
In the run up to the referendum, the key programmatic SNP economic policy document was
Reindustrialising Scotland, which stated on its first page the new, post-2008 objective of ‘rebalancing and
reindustrialising the Scottish economy.’47 By way of contrast, in Wales, old style policies based on
improving the quality of the factors of production through skills, finance and infrastructure still
predominate and BIS-style activism has been much more faintly echoed. The WG did commission a report
into manufacturing supply chains,48 but the main result so far has not been intervention but official
listings using the language and categories of new style industrial policy. Thus Wales now a has a list of
nine ‘key sectors’ which covers aspirational high tech and volume employers like construction and food
processing,49 and a much longer list of some 50 ‘anchor companies’ which are international and have a
significant presence in Wales.50
Mainstream economics is built around mechanical metaphors which presuppose a correct basic
understanding of connection, sequence and causality. Skills and infrastructure are obviously correlated
with economic development, but WG policy rests on the supplementary, much stronger assumption that
they have the capacity to initiate development (or at least boost growth) and that causal linkage is, as we
argue below, at the very least highly contestable. Much the same point will be made about adding
domestic finance or attracting inward investment. These last two policies are critically considered in later
chapters of this report, so here we will briefly review the evidence on the effects of upskilling and
infrastructural investment.
The causal suppositions that animate WG policies on skills are disputed by many labour market
researchers. Caroline Lloyd of Cardiff University has, in a succinct three pages for Wales TUC, explained
how their critique undermines the rationale for WG policy.51 To begin, Wales is enlisted in an
international race to increase qualification levels measured by PISA standards52 and there may be some
disadvantage to falling behind in that race. But Lloyd notes ‘there is little evidence to indicate that mobile
capital shifts to countries based on PISA results or the proportion of the workforce with a degree.’53 There
may be local skills shortages in specific sectors or jobs, but there are also issues about over-qualification,
poor skill utilisation and outward migration of the highly qualified from a low skill/low pay Welsh
economy. Some half a million jobs or 40% of the Welsh total do not require a level 2 qualification (equal
to 5 A-C GCSE passes) but only around 200,000 people of working age do not possess a level 2
qualification.54
The position on investment in infrastructure is similar. Broadly speaking, very little can be done in a
complex economy without targeted physical investment; and the fourth chapter of this report will make
an argument for physical investment in our social infrastructure through new kinds of residential homes
for our old people. But, in WG policy, the definition of infrastructure has been hi-jacked so that it becomes
road and rail (with broadband), on the assumption that this can boost development. As Stuart Cole has
pointed out in work for FSB Wales, demands for transport investment are often derived from imaginary
restrictions on internal movement.55 We would add that transport improvements are usually justified
using the middle class standard of time saved not the relevant poorer worker standard of fare
affordability. It is all very well to have a South East Wales metro which promises that Maesteg, Treherbert
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and Maerdy will be within 40 minutes of Cardiff,56 but low wage workers may remain marooned in very
local labour markets because they cannot afford long commutes.
There are all kinds of good reasons for spending more on the education of all citizens and for investing in
infrastructure but the WG should question the assumption that such investment buys growth. Beyond
that, there is the more fundamental problem that there is a misrecognition of the UK and Welsh growth
model, that is, the forces that drive GVA/ GDP growth. The WG behaves as though the UK growth model
was innocently productive, as though GVA/GDP increases are driven by the activity of extending factories,
founding start-ups in high tech and building shopping centres which will all require the finance, workforce
skills and infrastructure that government policies supply. However, the UK growth model is consumptionled and financialised, so that GVA and GDP increases are driven by financial engineering, especially the
use of debt by households to bring forward consumption via home equity release to boost spending.
If that point sounds rather abstract, it is explained in exhibits 1.10 and 1.11 below. Exhibit 1.10 shows
how and why, as a matter of arithmetic, the main driver of GVA/GDP is consumption: some 65% of UK
GDP is private consumption expenditure, a percentage that is substantially higher than elsewhere in
Northern Europe. Anything that boosts UK private consumption quickly comes through into GDP growth.
Exhibit 1.11 shows that the income which sustains consumption expenditure on every cyclical upswing in
the UK, comes not from any kind of productive activity, but from housing equity withdrawal and
remortgage which draws down the unearned capital gain on an increase in house prices. As exhibit 1.11
shows, UK housing equity withdrawal was larger than nominal GDP growth under the Thatcher and Blair
governments; and the implication is that UK growth is likely to continue to be an unsustainable matter of
boom and bust because house prices cannot, of course, rise indefinitely.
Exhibit 1.10: Composition of GDP across various OECD countries57
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Exhibit 1.11: UK Housing Equity Withdrawal as % GDP Growth, 1970 - 201058

These exhibits show that UK economic growth is (unsustainably) built on taking unearned capital gains
as income. In that case, Wales has been, and always will be disadvantaged, not because the WG tolerates
a second rate productive economy, but because Wales is geographically peripheral and therefore its
householders have much lower house prices and less equity to withdraw for consumption in each
upswing. This structural analysis also reinforces the argument that ‘closing the gap’ is a meaningless and
perverse objective. Do we really want to become like London and the South East by inflating house
prices? And what would inflated house prices mean socially except exclusion from decent housing for
most of the Welsh population who earn low wages; plus the problem of boom-bust unpredictability for
all those who get ‘onto the housing ladder’ and then must cope with house price bubbles and variable
interest rates.
However, this argument does not imply that the status quo is a viable option. If Wales is bound to lose a
race based on property-based consumption growth, that structural impediment is now reinforced by the
depressive effects of the dismantling of the UK’s redistributive settlement. And all the key policy
decisions, on interest rates to keep the housing market going and on wage subsidy and social security
cuts to balance the books, are being taken in London (not Cardiff). The WG needs, but does not have, a
directive and distinctive industrial strategy.

1.4: Wales as habitat and firm diversity
…the place where an organism or population lives
(Definition of habitat in the Princeton Guide to Ecology59)
If the aim is to develop a new Welsh industrial strategy, we must first change the frame within which our
economic problems and solutions are thought. And this conceptual shift depends on finding a new
language and imagery through which we can engage Welsh specifics. The business school language about
supply chains is an essential analytic tool but, as we explain below, has its limits in the Welsh case. Hence
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our argument for a more ecological approach to understanding the diversity of firm types and behaviours
in the Welsh habitat.
As we have noted, post-2008 UK industrial policy has drawn on business school language to develop new
policy possibilities. The concept of supply chain position, and related ideas about connection, are
essential in most empirical analysis of sectors. But this concept does not give us an object of policy
because the aim of (re) building supply chains is of limited relevance to the Welsh or the broader UK
economy. In Wales the problem is the physical one of short corridors, as already noted. Building end-toend supply chains would not be sensible if it involved favouring suppliers who fed components to the
Airbus factory which has a Welsh postcode, against suppliers who fed components to Vauxhall Ellesmere
Port or JLR Speke which have English postcodes. If the aim is, more sensibly, to increase supply chain
employment and value added in Wales, then Wales is part of a UK-wide production system characterised
by the absence of first tier coordination and the foreign ownership of final assembly.
These problems can be illustrated by examining the automotive industry sector. UK component suppliers
are concentrated in the lower tiers producing low-tech, bulky items like exhausts for cars: the UK has no
first tier supplier like Valeo or Bosch capable of supplying a mechanical and electronic sub-system like
engine stop-start. This absence is hard to remedy because most factory sectors, from cars to building
materials, are dominated by foreign-owned branch plants which, in engineering, are then integrated into
the European and global supply networks of their parent companies. A high propensity to import
components is consequently embedded in the ownership structure of British industry: a survey in 2012
for BIS showed that only 36% by value of UK auto parts were UK sourced.60
Given these limits we have turned to more ecological and epidemiological analyses. Such analyses have
already been used by the Bank of England’s Andrew Haldane in a series of innovative articles about how
to get beyond mainstream economics in thinking about the causes of the post-2008 great financial crisis
and the policies which might prevent such crisis.61 As we have argued elsewhere, this appropriation of
ecology leads to a concern with mapping the financial ecosystem which is ambitious and maybe
unrealisable. It is also arguably not relevant to the Welsh case of a corridor economy because an
ecosystem depends on internal conditions of homogeneity which define system boundaries and
dynamics (as in the case of a grassland ecosystem).62 But, more simply, Wales is a habitat or ‘place where
an organism or population lives’, which sustains a population of firms.
This insight prompts a series of questions. If Wales is a habitat that sustains a population of firms, how
do we think about the diversity of firm types, their interaction and behaviour? What kinds of firm type
and behaviour should the WG be encouraging and how can it do this by changing the conditions around
enterprise? Mainstream economics has a thin and standardised general understanding of such issues
which is primarily derived from its theory of the firm in product markets, where good (high productivity)
firms are encouraged through competition after liberalising product and labour markets. After reviewing
the relevant evidence adduced by mainstream economists, in an important book about the euro, Martin
Sandbu of the Financial Times points out there is no convincing empirical evidence that structural reforms
do have significant (growth) benefits.63
The ecological insight also has much unrecognised potential for the analysis of our distinctive form of
financialised capitalism. Ecology allows us to separately consider the physical chain of inputs and outputs
and the parallel chain of financial movements of cash and profit in relation to the balance sheet. This is
important because economics tends to think physical and financial are held together by competitive
product markets, whereas the operators of financialised capitalism recognise that private gains can be
realised by breaking the connection.
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Given the way these industries are currently constituted, we need to ask: what kind of firms and
behaviours should the WG be trying to encourage? In terms of policy levers, the issue becomes how do
we change the environment so that the WG encourages some kinds of firms and alters the behaviour of
others? The starting point is that, in a confused way, the diversity of firm types is recognised in existing
WG policy through the pursuit of inward investment by mobile firms. Our aim is to turn this policy on its
head by building and changing the grounded firms who cannot easily move.
The policy of encouraging inward investment goes back to the founding of the WDA after 1975 as the
Welsh response to de-industrialisation, which came to rely on new arrivals like Sony and Panasonic. This
‘seek initiative from outside’ response was historically rooted in the nature of Welsh enterprise: in largescale industries like steel, from Dowlais Iron Works to Steel Company of Wales, senior management
expertise and capital came from outside. In a more financialised economy, the same relationship can be
seen in current proposals for a Development Bank for Wales, which will explicitly draw on the expertise
and capital of outside fund managers. The policy of promoting inward investment and the limits of the
Development Bank are analysed in more detail in Chapter 2. Here, all we will say is that inward investment
will not work in the same way for Jersey Marine in Swansea as it would for a science park outside
Cambridge, because Swansea gets Amazon Warehouse not prestige high tech. In this case, why not focus
on developing the firms that are fixed in Wales?
Loose generalisation about globalisation often implies that all firms (or at least the firms that matter) are
mobile and competitively producing tradable goods and services. In point of fact, there is considerably
more diversity in the stock of firms in Wales or any other medium-income country, where there are large
numbers of grounded and relatively immobile firms, often in sheltered sectors.
Grounded firms tend to fall into two categories.


First, there are micro and Mittelstand firms in a variety of manufacturing, distribution and service
activities. They are primarily fixed by capillary dependence on local ownership/ management/
workforce whose informal knowledges and capacities are niche specific and often not easily usable
or valuable elsewhere. The grounded Mittelstand firm may well export a product or service but the
firm itself is a formula that cannot be replicated at another site or can only be replicated at a few
closely related sites: this is the difference between an independent restaurant which can expand
into a local handful of gastropubs and the branch of a retail chain like McDonald’s or Carluccio’s
which can be replicated at hundreds of sites. The Mittelstand firm is inherently small-scale and can
be well-adapted to its niche; but it is also vulnerable if it loses its footing through competition
(including that from large-scale or chain providers).



Second, there are the larger (often giant) private and public sector organisations delivering or
distributing foundational basics in generally sheltered service activities, often with local
monopolies. They are primarily fixed by infrastructural dependence because they can only access
local demand through a system of networks and branches which is necessary for the distribution
of utility services, transport, groceries, retail banking, healthcare and schooling. State domination
of this sector persists in health and education, but increasingly state funding now sustains a parastate of private nurseries, care chains and sundry outsourcers. With utility privatisation,
outsourcing and the advance of chain supermarkets, this sphere is increasingly the for-profit
preserve of stock market quoted companies and PE investments. Both are under pressure to
deliver financial returns which raise the question of whether standard business models will
generate enough cash and return on capital and, if they do not, whether financial engineering can
be applied to boost cash extraction.
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If we move from distinguishing two types of grounded firm, we can then move on to consider their
numbers, behaviour and their relation to environmental conditions. This immediately becomes more
interesting.


First, although Wales has a growing number of micro-firms, there is a continuing problem about
what we call the ‘missing Mittelstand’ because most of the Welsh workforce is employed in microfirms or large enterprises. As chapter 2 shows, only 25% of the workforce is employed in the 10,000
small and medium Welsh firms employing 10-250 workers. Wales, like the rest of the UK, has been
unable to grow the larger, longer-established, niche dominating type of German Mittelstand firm.
The novelty of our analysis in this second chapter is provided by the case histories of how
ownership churning has damaged the development of firms like Rachel’s dairy or Avana bakeries;
on this basis, we argue that the observed Welsh failure to build Mittelstand firms is caused by the
early exit of owner-managers, and a financial system which subsequently encourages churning of
ownership.



Second, the problem of the public limited (stock market listed) companies and the PE owned
companies is rather different. This is because those companies, under pressure from organised
money for financial results, use their knowledge and power to extract cash at the expense of prices
paid and margins earned by others, including their own supply chain and/or their internal
workforce. If that claim seems exaggerated, readers should turn to our analysis of adult care and
supermarkets in chapter 4. The supermarkets have squeezed their UK supply chains and captured
the profits of farmers and food processors in ways which have done great harm to Wales and are
graphically illustrated by the ongoing crisis in Welsh dairy. In residential adult care, the PE chains
are well-placed to advance at the expense of independents because they can access funds for
rebuilding and have normalised a 12% return on capital at the expense of higher prices paid by the
state and/ or lower wages paid to the workforce. In both sectors, well-meaning WG policy is
ineffectual in identifying and enforcing any kind of social interest.

The analysis of firm types, numbers and behaviour can be pressed further in an ecological frame: chapter
4 argues that the supermarkets are destructive top predators and the financialised chains are an invasive
species. But intellectualism is not an end in itself, and the importance of this line of argument is that it
provides us with a basis for a new kind of industrial and regional policy which would aim to change the
stock of firms and their behaviour in ways which are relevant to Welsh specifics. First, we should build
Welsh industrial capability by growing the number of Mittelstand firms; and second, promote social
responsibility by raising the social ask of all larger private and public firms delivering foundational goods
and services. As chapter 3 explains, the proposed policies focused on changing the environment are very
different from the kind of postcode localism which the WG has recently been promoting through its
procurement policies.


First, on the Mittelstand, our diagnosis is that the problem is early exit by a (family) owner-manager
and subsequent churning of ownership. In that case, as chapter 2 explains, the answer is to
redesign finance so that (through provision of equity, different forms of ownership and new
financial products) we create incentives to hold for longer and put a brake on pointless churning
which makes a turn for the seller but is often damaging to the firm over the longer term. The
novelty of this approach is that in a financialised economy, we propose to use financial engineering
for social purposes not just private profit. Beyond this, we favour new kinds of public-private
partnership whereby the state creates Mittelstand opportunities. In chapter 4, for example, we
recommend that the WG should borrow to build new kinds of residential homes to be operated by
small firms.
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Second, on the giant firms (and public sector employers), the WG needs to ask what they are going
to put back into Welsh economy and society in return for the privilege of drawing down Welsh
demand. This requires the formulation of specific and relevant Welsh demands for social
responsibility. In the case of supermarkets, chapter 4 argues that WG needs to develop policy
levers that encourage big chains to go beyond the token regionalism and do something meaningful
for Welsh processors and farmers by, for example, buying their lamb at fair prices and selling it
outside Wales, in all their stores across the UK.

Meanwhile, the linkage to new (post GVA) policy objectives should not be forgotten. Welsh foundational
firms (public and private) are strategically important because their goods and services are basic to the
material security of the population. Changing the stock of grounded firms and curbing the anti-social
behaviours exhibited by some is an accessible intelligible industrial policy objective. But this kind of
industrial policy needs to be set in the context of a larger social vision of repurposing the Welsh economy
which would follow from political debate about post GVA measures of success. The narrow and broad
policy domains are of course connected. The focus of the WG should be on nurturing grounded firms –
whether capable SMEs or responsible giants – because their activities will help us build and maintain
community through welfare for all.
We accept that our argument challenges much existing thinking and accepted policy. The rest of this
report therefore is devoted to developing the argument about how we could, and should, build a
different and better stock of firms through non-traditional and experimental policies. Through such
policies, Wales could become a world leader, not by moving up league tables of per capita consumption
but by pioneering new ways of making capitalism work responsibly for all our citizens.
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Chapter 2
From Churning Ownership to Building the Mittelstand
I have always said that the staff at Gocompare.com come first and I will always do the right thing
by them. As such, esure’s commitment to keep our headquarters in Newport was an extremely
important part of my decision to sell the business and I am confident that I’ll be leaving it in very
safe hands.
(Hayley Parsons, founder of Go Compare when announcing the sale of the company she had
built, December 2014) 64
This has been an iconic company in the south Wales area, in Rogerstone, for around 50
years… so this is particularly disappointing news. May I ask you, Minister, first, what support
are you intending to provide to workers and families whose jobs are threatened in order to
help them find alternative employment or training? May I also ask you what contact have
you had with Marks and Spencer to see what support it is offering?
(Nick Ramsay AM, asking an urgent question about the closure of Avana Bakeries, February
2014)65
The opening quotes come from recent news stories about two firms based in Newport. The first news
story is about Hayley Parsons selling Go Compare, the Newport-based insurance price comparison site
she founded in 2006. Nearly ten years later, it was reported that Ms Parsons would sell her shares in the
company for £95 million, from which she would personally receive £43.7 million. Go Compare went to
Eastbourne-based esure which is 30% owned by Peter Wood. Ms Parsons then insisted that the new
owner would respect the company’s local roots (as sellers frequently do without lingering on the point
that such commitments are not binding). The second news story is about the loss of jobs with the
threatened closure of Avana Bakeries by the 2 Sisters Group after Marks and Spencer had switched orders
to another firm. AMs of all parties, including the Conservative Nick Ramsay, then asked the WG Minister
what she was doing about the job losses (as is frequently the case in such situations, despite little hope
that anything meaningful can be done to save the jobs).
This chapter is about establishing the connection between these two stories. It explains how the financial
system is a machine for churning ownership which can turn today’s local success into tomorrow’s
downsizing, so that over ten years or more a company like Go Compare could become Avana. The end
result is that Wales cannot build a Mittelstand. WG policies can be unhelpful with respect to this, placing
too great an emphasis on inward investment. There is also a danger that plans for a Development Bank
will not necessarily help build and sustain the medium-sized businesses that Wales currently lacks.
Against this we argue for new kinds of policy to build a Mittelstand of grounded firms. Such policies would
of course be experimental, but Wales has little to lose when the existing conditions of enterprise have
seen SMEs like Rachel’s Dairy or Halo Foods fail to realise their potential, and turned a larger firm like
Avana into a branch which was increasingly vulnerable to closure in a larger corporate game.
Firms can be classified in many ways. The first section of this chapter introduces the basic division
between grounded and mobile firms, while arguing that WG policy is too concerned with attracting
mobile firms to Wales at the expense of sustaining and developing grounded firms within Wales. Along a
second dimension of classification, firms can be sorted by size in terms of employment and brand
presence; and the second section argues that Wales has a problem about a missing Mittelstand and
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absent Welsh brands because it has too few solid middle-sized firms. The third section then relates this
absence to the conditions of enterprise in Wales where the financial system incentivises owner-managers
to sell early, so that Welsh small and medium firms lose their grounding and become adjunct branches
of a larger combine. The discussion of policy in the two concluding sections starts from the observation
that many existing policies to encourage SMEs have the unintended consequence of incentivising early
sale. The proposed Development Bank has the potential to make things worse not better unless it is
capable of delivering new forms of ownership and financial products which would strengthen ownermanager incentives to hold and build.
The ecological lens is important in bringing these issues into focus because it highlights the long-run
relationship between firm and environment within one generation and over several generations with
adaptive modifications. A mainstream economics lens tends to focus on takeover as a single event, which
leads to the question of whether that event is good for value creation. The long-standing empirical finding
in the UK and elsewhere is that takeovers destroy value because, for example, combined profits of
acquiring and acquired firms are lower. From an ecological point of view, we can consider changes of
ownership as serial events with implications for firm positioning and capabilities within the supply chain.
The analysis in this chapter complements the pioneering study by Smith and Wright of the long run effects
of acquisition on the UK aerospace supply chain from 1990 - 2014.66 In the high-tech aerospace sector,
Smith and Wright find that acquisition has been used by large corporates to acquire know-how and
technology and that such ‘cherry picking’ has produced a supply chain dominated by smaller, less capable
SMEs. In the very different and more mundane context of Welsh food processing, we argue that serial
acquisition is damaging in different ways because it disrupts firm strategy and positioning.

2.1 Attracting mobile firms vs developing grounded firms
First minister Carwyn Jones welcomed figures suggesting direct inward investment in Wales from
abroad is at its highest for nearly 25 years…. The Welsh government said the 79 ‘direct inward
investment projects’ was a record result for the last 24 years, creating or safeguarding 10,441
jobs.
(BBC News, 20 July 2014)67
Increases in inward investment may be hailed by politicians as good news for employment. However, at
a more fundamental level, the figures are symptomatic of a continuing preoccupation with attracting
inward investment by mobile firms, rather than having a consistent focus on how to sustain and develop
grounded firms.
Some firms (and many public organisations) are tied to a specific place by a variable combination of
supply and demand side roots and branches. The list of ties includes stable ownership and a local
management cadre on the supply side, along with a regional supply chain or district support services,
relevant technical education and the human skills pool. On the demand side, branch distribution or
network requirements can dictate location to serve population. Most SME firms are grounded in a local
niche by specific and limited resources and connections; those within the foundational economy produce
basic goods and services, like pipe and cable utilities and food distribution in the private sector, or health
and education in the public sector. On any count, grounded small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
and large scale foundational employers account for at least 40% of the Welsh workforce.68
We suggest that the WG focuses too heavily on attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) – and inward
investment from other parts of the UK – by mobile firms because the policy template of privileging such
investment was set in the 1980s under the Welsh Development Agency whose functions were transferred
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to the WG in 2006. A recent report by the Enterprise and Business Committee of the Welsh Assembly
raised questions about the effectiveness of WG’s in-house efforts and recommended ‘independent
evaluation to assess whether the current in-house approach to supporting trade and inward investment
represents good practice and value for money.’69 Certainly this is a problematic approach as there is no
guarantee that firms that have received financial support from the WG to locate in Wales will stay, as
recent examples have illustrated: in August 2015 the WG was attempting to reclaim £700,000 granted to
Guardian Wealth Management in 2013, after it closed its Welsh offices.70
It is difficult to appraise the effectiveness of policy because the relevant statistics are meaningless. The
first set of arithmetical questions concerns what is included and excluded in the official totals. Max
Munday of Cardiff Business School argues they are ‘almost completely useless’71 because they include
only projects known to UK Trade & Investment and, we would add, the totals of known projects
exaggerate because they include both merger and acquisition expenditure and property investment.
More fundamentally, there are questions about adding up new entrants without subtracting exiting
corporations. Mobile firms generate globally moveable employment and can downsize like Ford at
Bridgend,72 or pull out more-or-less altogether as Sony has done, also at Bridgend, where it once
employed 4,000.73 On inward investment, the WG is pouring water into a leaky bucket.
The investment which Wales does attract usually requires pump-priming subsidy to attract activity which
is then too often of low quality in economic and social terms. The pump-priming is generally costly, as at
Bridgend where Ford reportedly asked WG for £15 million before it committed to building a new
generation of petrol engines (in lower volume); 74 or at Swansea where it is claimed that Amazon received
more than £15 million in incentives, including link roads.75 Low-wage service operations, like Amazon’s
Jersey Marine warehouse, then require ongoing subsidy because their low pay rates increase the social
bill for family credit, child care, housing benefit and pensions.
In manufacturing plants, the wages are somewhat higher, but the inward investment activity retained or
attracted is very often branch plant assembly. A 2014 report for the WG on manufacturing supply chains
concluded that ‘Welsh based, FDI based companies lack ‘the means and authority to innovate’ and ‘the
majority’ of FDI based manufacturing firms were ‘not drivers of innovation and creativity in their
sectors’.76 The academic authors of the 2014 supply chain report concluded that more attention should
be paid to SMEs, but Wales faces problems here due to the missing Mittelstand, as analysed in this
chapter.

2.2 The missing Mittelstand and absent brands
The German Mittelstand companies have a unique corporate culture driven by family ownership.
Long term survival and intergenerational transfer dominate objectives. Profit is expected as a
result of attention paid to customers, and a focus on long term mutual sustainability with key
stakeholders, leading to an implicit ‘life long’ contract with the stakeholders.
(Definition of Mittelstand, Financial Times Lexicon)77
Another way of classifying the stock of Welsh firms is by size, and any examination of size distribution
highlights the very large number of micro-firms, with an underdeveloped Mittelstand. This important
point has not been properly registered because so much existing discussion of SMEs is preoccupied with
the generic processes of economic renewal and firm growth. This dominant framing has encouraged a
focus on start-ups and on the minority of fast growing firms, especially in sectors which embody hightech and high productivity. In Wales this preoccupation is reflected in the ‘Fast Growth 50’ list of the
fastest growing firms in Wales, published annually in the Western Mail;78 much the same approach is
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reflected in the GE Capital-funded studies which excitedly discovered that in 2013 UK ‘mid-market’ firms
with turnover of up to £800 million are growing almost as fast as their German peers.79
It is therefore worth insisting that fast-growing firms are of limited relevance to Wales for several reasons:
most of the Welsh economy produces mundane goods and services for mature markets; few firms in any
economy sustain high growth rates for long; and small firm experts in the US and UK long ago concluded
that exceptional success cannot be easily predicted or replicated.80 It is altogether more interesting to
discuss enduring peculiarities in the stock of SME firms in a national or regional economy. High rates of
churn are inevitable when up to 15% of SMEs typically fail each year; but stock characteristics often
change very slowly because (as argued in the next section) the conditions of enterprise change slowly.
If the focus shifts from growth onto the stock of mid-sized firms, we would emphasise that a Mittelstand
is defined by two characteristics: firms within a size range and with a culture of long-term company
survival. According to the official EU definitions, micro-firms employ less than 10, small firms less than 50
and medium firms less than 250.81 After long, slow growth, firms in the German Mittelstand are typically
larger: the median German ‘world market leader’ is 70 years old and has 600 employees.82 Just as
important as the numbers employed is the age of firm because, as the opening quotation explains, the
German Mittelstand firm is defined by a culture of commitment to adaptive survival in a niche on the
basis of reputation and brand presence. In this section we will discuss the distribution of Welsh firm sizes
and their market presence, before turning to the issue of survival in the next section.
Using the EU definition, Wales has long-standing and specific weaknesses in relation to its stock of firms
in in two respects: first, it has a very small number of medium-sized SMEs; and, second and relatedly, a
very weak presence in branded, identifiably Welsh consumer goods. Let us consider both specifics in turn.
Exhibit 2.1: Wales’s private sector enterprises, employment and turnover in 201383
No. of
Employment
Enterprises
No.

No.

£m

Share of
total
employment
%

207,500

343,000

16,351

33.1

14.1

94.6

Small (10 - 49)

8,300

155,800

11,879

15.0

10.3

3.8

Medium (50 249)

2,015

130,400

13,638

12.6

11.8

0.9

Large (250 +)

1,590

407,800

73,744

39.3

63.8

0.7

219,405

1,037,000

115,611

100.0

100.0

100.0

Micro (0 - 9)

TOTAL

Turnover

Share of
total
turnover
%

Share of
total
enterprises
%

If we consider firm size in Wales, the most obvious structural economic peculiarity is the ‘missing
Mittelstand’. Exhibits 2.1 and 2.2 show that, in 2013, Wales had more than 200,000 firms but only 8,000
small firms employing 10-50 and only 2,000 medium firms employing 50–250. As exhibit 2.3 shows, this
distribution is long-established, and the increase in Welsh firm numbers by 50,000 over the past decade
is almost entirely accounted for by micro-firms.84 As exhibit 2.2 illustrates, the distribution of employment
by firm size is strongly bi-modal so that a histogram shows not a bell curve but twin peaks, with nearly
three-quarters of Welsh private sector employment in very small or large firms.
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Exhibit 2.2: Wales private sector employment by enterprise size in 2013

Exhibit 2.3: Wales’s private sector enterprises, employment and turnover in 200385
No. of
Employment
Enterprises
No.

No.

£m

Share of
total
employment
%

158,985

285,400

12,694

31.1

18.1

93.8

Small (10 - 49)

7,200

136,700

7,999

14.9

11.4

4.2

Medium (50 249)

1,735

114,800

9,195

12.5

13.1

1.0

Large (250 +)

1,615

381,600
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1.0
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918,500

70,080
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100.0

100.0
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TOTAL
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%

One-third of Welsh employment is in micro-firms employing less than 10. This is typically two people in
a van or a small workshop as the average Welsh micro-firm employs just 1.7 and its turnover is less than
£80,000 per year. At the other pole, 40% of Welsh employment is in enterprises employing more than
250; here we have branch factories, large call centres and suchlike. With three-quarters of employment
concentrated in micro-firms or large enterprises, small and mid-sized firms altogether account for just
over 25% of Welsh employment. This Welsh peculiarity is part of a larger UK problem because England
or Scotland also have a missing Mittelstand, although average turnover is substantially higher in UK
medium firms.
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The low turnover in medium-sized Welsh firms relates to a peculiar market weakness arising from the
absence of identifiably branded Welsh consumer goods or reputation in producer goods. Of course,
matters are confused by the way in which prestige UK brands are wrapped in the union jack as in the case
of Land Rover or Brompton bicycles. But Wales has nothing that, in terms of international recognition,
corresponds to Scotch whisky or Irish Guinness. This point was made by Rhys David in a 2007 IWA memo
to the Welsh Affairs Select Committee lamenting the ‘absence of indigenous Welsh companies projecting
their own brand’. He then posed a rhetorical question: ‘ask people in England, leave alone the rest of
Europe, to name a product that instantly says Welsh and excellent and you are likely to get blank stares’.86
Across Northern Europe, it may be that Ifor Williams horse boxes and trailers are the only branded
products that clearly meet this test of visible Welsh excellence.
The general absence of Welsh brands with major market presence is quite striking. Welsh lamb means
something, but, as Rhys David argued, the Welsh ‘have failed to establish even a major dairy products
industry’. A subsequent survey of Welsh consumers established that point. Only 47% of consumers were
able to name a Welsh brand of milk and half that group named a supermarket own brand of Welsh milk.87
If we consider more recently-established branded products, like bottled water, the results are equally
discouraging: when the ‘spontaneous awareness’ of branded drinks by Welsh consumers was tested, only
two Welsh brands of bottled water (Brecon Carreg and Ty Nant) made the list with more than 5% brand
aware. European and emerging market consumers will obviously have much more difficulty in identifying
branded Welsh products. This then helps to create a vicious circle effect for new Welsh brands so that a
recent survey found that only one in five emerging market consumers said a Welsh flag would attract
them to a product, whereas 64% said the union jack would attract them.88

2.3 Churning ownership
The acquisition by Vitruvian Partners represents an opportunity for Tinopolis shareholders to
realise their entire investment in Tinopolis, in cash at a premium to the current Tinopolis share
price within a relatively short period of time.
(Rhys Davies, non-executive director, in 2008 recommending the sale of AIM market listed
Tinopolis to a PE firm.) 89
The statistics on firm size allow us to reframe Welsh economic problems in a more focused and structural
way. This section takes the argument one step further by arguing that the missing Mittelstand reflects
the conditions of enterprise which encourage a financialised churning of ownership that has undermined
many of our most promising SMEs, and reduced larger operations like Avana to the status of vulnerable
branches. If the Welsh have added an extra 50,000 micro-firms in the past decade,90 they clearly do not
lack get-up-and-go; but if the Welsh operate branch plants and cannot build a Mittelstand and brands,
they will always lack the solid market presence and export success that sustains investment and technik.
Behind the statistics of firm size are the conditions of enterprise, which, in Wales and the rest of the UK,
create an environment that does not sustain a Mittelstand.
We have already noted that enterprise conditions are productively unfavourable to the Mittelstand
because broken UK supply chains are a consequence of unplanned deindustrialisation under successive
governments. These effects are, in the Welsh case, compounded by the specific and permanent
impediment of topography and the mountains in the middle which make Wales an economy of short
corridors. A second set of conditions arises from the way in which the financial system facilitates change
of ownership. Founding owners of Welsh SMEs can realise a capital gain by selling out to a larger combine
which then runs the Mittelstand firm as an adjunct branch. Size is no protection because larger firms
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which make it to the stock market can be bought out by any corporate or PE firm which is prepared to
offer a premium of 25-30% on the share price. The problem is not the initial sale, but the way in which
larger combines then play ‘pass-the–parcel’ with relatively small non-core operations. This problem can
be tracked by following up news stories about founders selling out to realise their reward for building a
business.
The question then is whether, in the longer term, the next owner(s) represent a safe pair of hands for the
brand and the workforce. Here we will present case evidence from the food processing sector, which is
important because, as the latest WG food strategy tacitly acknowledges,91 the failure of Welsh firm
positioning and brands is highly damaging. A brand is a necessary defence for suppliers against
supermarket buyers who use their power to take margins, especially from the suppliers who make own
brand supermarket lines.92 Rachel’s Dairy in organic yoghurt and Halo Foods in healthy snack bars both
started up in mid-Wales in the late 1970s or early 1980s and were built by owner-managers into credible
branded Mittelstand operations, before they were sold to larger combines and then passed on. This
passing on process led to increasing confusion about brand identity and/or production location, amidst
struggles with supermarket buyers over volume and margins. Here are two prescient case studies.


In 1999, the founding Rowlands family sold Rachel’s Dairy for a reported £1.5 million to Horizon, a
United States organic dairy company which initially expanded Aberystwyth operations.93 But in
2004, Horizon was bought by Texas based Dean Food, the USA’s largest processor of liquid milk
whose Trumoo line is the leading flavoured milk brand in the USA.94 In 2009, facing a UK market in
recession, Dean devised a new company logo Rachel’s so that organic was less prominent on the
pack95 and then decided to focus on its core business by selling Rachel’s.96 The purchaser in 2010
was the French Lactalis combine whose major brands include President and Galbani.97 In 2012,
Lactalis moved Rachel’s into a joint venture with Nestle with a brief to integrate Rachel’s with other
operations (which raised fears of redundancy).98 This corporate game of ‘pass-the-parcel’ had
produced four changes of ownership and control in less than 15 years, and incidentally led to
redundancy as supermarkets cancelled orders.99



Halo Foods was bought back by its founder Peter Saunders after Nestle took over Rowntree in
1988. He then built the business to the point where it employed 500 workers, mainly in midWales.100 In 2004, the company was sold to Glisten, an AIM-listed, acquisitive small health food
combine from Blackburn which grew rapidly by reporting ‘record results’. 101 Glisten then hit a
profits crisis in 2009-10.102 This was resolved by delisting the firm and selling out to the much larger
Finnish conglomerate Raisio,103 best known for its Benecol cholesterol-lowering products; in 2013,
Raisio later sold some non-dairy operations to Norwegian wholesaler Kavli Group.104 Raisio/Glisten
then concentrated Halo production in Newport after obtaining a £356k grant from the WG which
was concerned lest production be moved to Eastern Europe.105 The founder, Peter Saunders,
complained that the Tywyn factory had closed which ‘left many people without jobs, creating a
devastating impact on a small community’.106

In many of these stories, it is difficult to avoid foreign (i.e. non-Welsh and non-British) ownership. This is
especially so in food. For example, the two Welsh bottled water brands with significant brand awareness
are both foreign owned: Ty Nant is owned by an Italian drinks distributor and Brecon Carreg is owned by
the Belgian Spadel group, a Benelux-based competitor of the likes of Nestle. For this reason it is important
to insist that the problem is not change of ownership per se, nor the nationality of the owner, but multiple
pass-the-parcel changes which undermine strategic direction and market positioning because the new
owners always have systems and requirements that differ from those of the previous owners.
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Of course, the fortunes of individual companies are shaped by many factors, but, from an ecology
perspective, the business environment is important. One worrying development is that the business
environment created by shareholder value and PE encourages financialised behaviours which break the
connection between grounded firm and locality. Such behaviours can include the seemingly endless
restructuring of brands and divisions by large food companies; or using the firm as a counter in a game
of serial ownership changes through which more money can be taken off the table, rather than simply
building then selling a business.
The story of Tinopolis, which illustrates this second kind of restructuring, is about how a Llanelli-based
media business was, through ownership changes, parlayed into a mid-Atlantic major which incidentally
diluted a Welsh brand and demoted Welsh operations to adjunct status.


A Llanelli-based TV production company was built from early contracts to make programmes for
the Welsh language channel S4C; and in the early days its founder Ron Jones107 emphasised local
connections, as when in 2005 he hoped that ‘we can continue to contribute to the economic
success of Carmarthenshire’.108



Early in the same year Tinopolis joined the AIM market by reverse takeover109 ‘with the aim of
buying a string of independent producers’;110 and, before the end of 2005, Tinopolis had acquired
TV Corp which added the independent producers of BBC Question Time and a portfolio of sports
programmes.111 In this phase, Ron Jones was clear that ‘there is a tendency in Wales to sell out
early, but we don’t envisage doing that’.112



Then, in 2008, Tinopolis management bought the company back with support from PE firm
Vitruvian partners in a £45 million deal which allowed shareholders to sell out at a premium price
so that management received £10.5 million, before reinvesting £4.3 million in the new company.
By 2012, the PE-owned company had made further acquisitions in the US and UK of A. Smith and
Co,113 BASE productions,114 and Firecracker Films;115 and the founder Ron Jones spoke about
‘building a global company still rooted in Wales’.116



By autumn 2014, Tinopolis management were marketing the company to media companies and PE
firms, seeking interest in the sale or part sale of Tinopolis with a guide price of £300 million.117 The
identity of the purchaser and commitment to local brand and operations are usually irrelevant
when PE seeks an exit that will realise gains.

As the example of Avana Bakeries shows, size is no protection from ownership churning because here we
have a company undermined by six changes of ownership in 25 years, after the first change had demoted
the company into a branch which was afterwards only a pawn in a larger corporate game of restructuring
and cashing out. ‘Doc’ John Randall, an energetic entrepreneur, built up the Avana quoted independent
company in the 1970s and 1980s.118 Its subsequent history is a kind of slow-motion tragedy of missed
opportunity.


The Rank Hovis McDougall (RHM) food combine made a successful hostile bid for Avana in 1987
but did not proceed with Randall’s plan to build a £28 million ‘Welsh Dragon Park’ to expand
Avana’s capacity and product line.119 Randall himself left for Evesham to spend the next 25 years
building Kanes Foods as a privately held salad and vegetable packer which now has more than £100
million turnover and capacity for 1.8 million salad bags each week.120



In 1992 the RHM food combine was bought by FH Tomkins, a conglomerate with diverse holdings
including the Smith and Wesson handgun business.121 Then, in 2000, RHM was bought out of
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conglomerate ownership by the Doughty Hanson PE firm which made money by holding the assets
and later passing them on because it was able to cash out on a rising stock market when it refloated RHM in 2005.122


The independent RHM company survived just two years until 2007, when it was acquired by
Premier Foods whose strategy was to focus on branded foods. Premier wanted to buy RHM for
brands like Hovis but, from the beginning, planned to pass on the parts of RHM (Brookes chilled
foods and Avana Bakeries) which were own-brand suppliers.123 Premier did not however succeed
in selling Avana for another four years.



In 2011 Brookes Avana was bought by the privately held firm 2 Sisters.124 The purchaser mainly
wanted the Brookes frozen and chilled business and had problems with the Office of Fair Trading
(OFT) about adding Avana’s Christmas pudding business because 2 Sisters already owned a major
competitor in puddings.125 2 Sisters solved its problem by selling the puddings business, leaving
Avana with 85% of sales dependent on the one Christmas cake contract with M&S,126 which then
caused a terminal crisis by switching the contract to another supplier.

It is only by looking at examples such as those set out above that we can properly understand the
vulnerability of today’s company successes which could so easily become tomorrow’s failure. Go
Compare is already an adjunct which can be passed on, and the much larger success of Admiral insurance
is vulnerable to the kind of hostile bid which eventually led to Avana’s demise. There are important
differences between the two firms because Avana and Admiral operate in very different sectors of food
processing and insurance. But in both cases, there is the same story of a company driven by an able
entrepreneur with a focus on product market opportunities from which they can build a substantial
grounded business that creates value and local employment. John Randall took the Avana shares from
4p to the £8 which RHM paid and, sometime afterwards, observed that RHM overpaid ‘because it failed
to do anything with the company’.127 Henry Engelhardt has succeeded even more spectacularly within 20
years by taking Admiral from Cardiff start-up in 1993 to Cardiff-based public company with £2 billion
turnover and 7,000 employees worldwide.128

2.4 The new Development Bank for Wales
The Development Bank for Wales... will enhance the capability of the Welsh Government to
support SMEs in Wales… by working more closely with the private sector to address the supply
and demand dynamics of the Welsh finance market as well as developing its own innovative
approach to provide solutions that directly address the needs of the SME sector.129
(Feasibility Study into …a Development Bank for Wales, 2015)
On SME finance, politicians and the policy community in Wales are currently preoccupied with the Task
and Finish group’s March 2015 proposals for a publicly-owned Development Bank for Wales (DBW).130
The WG in 2001 set up a regional investment company, Finance Wales, to provide loans and equity for
Welsh SMEs, which was subsequently described as ‘not fit for purpose’ in a report by Dylan Jones-Evans
for the Economy Minister in 2013.131 The 2015 Development Bank proposals respond to some of the
shortcomings identified in this report and elsewhere and has been largely welcomed in the policy and
business communities. In May 2015, when the National Assembly for Wales called on the WG to establish
a Development Bank, the voting was 44 in favour and four against.
The economic framing for the proposed institution is that existing finance provision is restrictive and the
funding task of a Development Bank is to support SMEs by making multiple forms of finance more readily
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available. This same economic framing about a ‘funding gap’ has animated much Westminster and
Whitehall debate as well as the policies of the Department of Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS). Policy
makers have a long-standing preference for the generic indirect policy of adding finance, rather than
directly intervening to address the specifics of industrial organisation and supply chain problems in the
economy. The Welsh funding gap is talked up by arguments about the volume of bank lending to SMEs
which has always been low in the UK and, more recently, has been declining in the aggregate. The review
of existing finance provision for SMEs by Dylan Jones-Evans suggested that there was a £500 million
shortfall in Welsh loan provision by high street banks as well as poor provision of other forms of finance
such as equity.132
There is no doubt that SMEs are poorly treated by the high street banks, whose loans are often subject
to onerous conditions about security and sometimes arbitrary demands for repayment. But, on current
UK-wide evidence, the banks are already supplying loans and overdrafts to a large proportion of those
SMEs which apply for them. A 2013 survey by the University of Surrey concluded that 74% of SMEs who
seek finance in any one year obtain it.133 A closer examination of the surveys shows low demand from
debt-averse SMEs; the Surrey University survey showed that only 20-25% of SMEs seek finance in any
one year and the authoritative BDRC survey classifies 43% of SMEs as ‘permanent non borrowers’ and
reports 71% of SMEs interviewed in 2014 ‘agreed that their aim was to pay down any existing debt and
then remain debt free’.134 It is possible that the recent financial crisis has impacted on behaviour and
attitudes in this respect.
If we then turn to important sectors of the Welsh economy, like food processing, we find that insecurity
and power relations limit the SME appetite for any form of external finance (as well as capacity to invest
from retained earnings). CRESC’s research on the pig meat supply chain found that investment in process
improvement was pointless for processors, who explained that all the gains would be captured by the
supermarkets.135 The implication is straightforward: freeing up the supply of finance will only produce
benefits if it goes hand-in-hand with demand-side measures to increase supply chain security for SMEs
and micro-businesses.
Against this background, the next issue is whether new forms of finance proposed as solutions in the
March 2015 Development Bank report will address the ownership churn problem. Some of what is
proposed is very sensible though underdeveloped: micro-firms are to be explicitly included in the remit
of the new DBW, though it is not clear how they can be reached with any kind of mainstream financial
product. But the new DBW will have few resources of its own beyond a £50 million loan fund which will
be applied to firms and projects which private finance will not fund. Most DBW activity will be undertaken
under a hybrid model in partnership with banks and PE funds. Professor Jones-Evans envisages that ‘PE
funds targeted at specific industry sectors could be outsourced to experienced PE firms’.136
Finance Wales is already behaving like a fund investor in the equity funding it provides for Welsh SMEs.
On its website Finance Wales explains that it targets four to five exits a year and, in 2014-15, it made its
largest and most profitable exits to date when Wholebake returned a 5.5 times multiple and Vista a 4.5
times return.137 Now the generalists of public sector Finance Wales are to be replaced by private sector
specialists from PE who will put up the money and call the shots on investment and exit. After borrowing
a phrase from the venture capitalist Roger Maggs, Professor Jones-Evans describes this process as the
‘outsourcing of greed’.138 The plan is that PE will get access to the cream of Welsh SMEs, in sectors like
ICT and creative industries. This does not bode well for tackling ownership churn because PE has to seek
an exit strategy, usually aiming to sell within five to seven years, and making a profit as it goes. Many
mundane Welsh businesses in fragile positions will be protected only because their mediocre returns do
not attract ‘the greedy’.
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2.5 Connecting SME finance with ownership
….the exit strategy is a way of ‘cashing out’ an investment… You can think of the exit strategy as
the first opportunity to trade an illiquid asset (shares in a private firm) for a very liquid asset
(cash).
(Investopedia) 139
Within the conventional Welsh and British framing, the problem of ownership churning and early exits
which create adjunct branches and hinder Mittelstand development becomes invisible. Moreover, there
is no recognition that policies to improve the supply of finance may unintentionally establish perverse
incentives for early SME sale to outside owners with limited commitment and larger concerns. Against
this we would argue that the missing Mittelstand is an important problem in itself which inter alia
requires innovative policies to slow exit and sustain continuity of ownership that ballasts and stabilises
the development of SMEs and Welsh brands. Let us turn to developing these arguments before proposing
some new policies which would change the financial incentives around the entrepreneur’s exit decision.
The starting point is that existing UK-wide policies to improve the supply of finance and incentivise
entrepreneurs can add perverse incentives for early sale rather than the retention of family and ownermanaged businesses over the long term. To understand these unintended consequences, it is necessary
to understand existing UK-wide SME support schemes, which fall into three broad categories: first,
support for lending to SMEs; second, support for equity investment in SMEs; and, third, incentives to
entrepreneurs and SME owners through the tax system. The detail below is technical but it illustrates
the complexity of existing provision, and is necessary to the development of the argument about how
worthy schemes can have unintended effects.
Lending to SMEs carries a higher level of risk than lending to larger and more stable enterprises. For this
reason, the cost of finance is higher and availability is constrained. Several government schemes seek to
mitigate the risk by providing guarantees to lenders.140 The National Loan Guarantee Scheme (NLGS)
uses government guarantees on unsecured borrowing by banks, enabling them to borrow at a cheaper
rate. Participating banks pass on the entire benefit that they receive from the saving of up to 1%.
Community Development Finance is a £30m subsidy scheme operated through the Co-operative Bank
and Unity Trust Bank to support small, micro and social enterprises in specific disadvantaged areas. The
Enterprise Finance Guarantee (EFG) is a loan guarantee scheme aimed at firms with insufficient security
or track record, under which the government guarantees 75% of the facility. Business Finance
Partnership is a £1.2bn facility used to match an equal amount from the private sector invested through
new funding sources aimed at SMEs. The scheme’s aim is to encourage the supply of capital through
non-bank channels. The Government will provide up to £100m to match lending through seven new
players: Market Invoice, URICA, Beechcroft Capital, Funding Circle, Zopa, Boost & Co, and Credit Asset
Management.
Other schemes are aimed at firms wishing to raise equity finance; these fall into two categories.141 The
first is tax incentives to investors (venture capitalists, business angels, family or friends) to compensate
for the additional risk of investment in SMEs. The second is public provision of low cost capital to
specialist fund managers for investment in qualifying SMEs.


Tax-based schemes include the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme aimed at early stage
companies wishing to raise up to £150,000 equity finance. Investors may offset 50% of the cost
against income tax. Under the Enterprise Investment Scheme, for companies employing less than
200 people, investors receive income tax relief of 30% of the investment cost and tax free capital
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gains if the shares are held for 3 years. The Venture Capital Trusts Scheme mitigates the risk of
investment in SMEs by permitting the investor to channel the funds through an Investment Trust
which provides the advantage of a diversified portfolio of companies. Investors may offset 30% of
the investment cost against income tax, receive tax free dividends and capital gains. Eligible
companies must employ less than 250 people and have net assets of less than £15m.


A second series of schemes provides public sector investment capital to fund managers. The
Business Angel Co-Investment Fund is a £100m fund that aims to support business angel
investments in high growth potential early stage SMEs. It does this by investing alongside
syndicates of business angels (up to a limit of 49%). The Enterprise Capital Fund Programme
scheme is aimed at small, high-potential companies where the size of investment is small and
relatively costly to administer. This programme provides funds to private sector fund managers
and comes in the form of capital into the fund capped at two thirds of the total fund size or £25m.
The UK Innovation Investment Fund is aimed at technology companies in ‘strategically important
sectors’ and is invested through private sector fund managers.

There is a separate structure of incentives through Capital Gains Tax and Inheritance Tax Reliefs, which
provide significant incentives to owner-manager entrepreneurs and outside investors. Capital Gains TaxEntrepreneurs Relief offers rebates on capital gains tax which is currently 28%. Owner-managers are
offered a concession so that up to £2m of lifetime gains are taxed at 10%. This concession only applies
to qualifying shareholders so in the case of family owned Mittelstand companies there may be different
treatments between shareholders. Under Inheritance Tax Business Property Relief, business assets are
exempt from inheritance tax. On death the value of the asset for capital gains tax is ordinarily rebased at
the market value. This means a tax saving of 40% of the value of the enterprise, making business assets
a highly attractive asset class from a taxation point of view.
The UK-wide policies above would usually be judged against their stated objectives, which are to help
SMEs start and grow. They do this either by making finance available (which otherwise would not be) or
enhancing returns to investors by subsidising the cost of investment, thus enhancing the rate of return
on the realisation of the investment. But, from our point of view, their effect is to construct a structure
of incentives for owner-managers to sell early and not hold the firm.
The policies do not all work to establish one consistent set of incentives. Thus, Inheritance Tax Business
Property Relief is a very significant incentive to retain qualifying assets; while the capital gains tax
concession focuses entrepreneurs on life-time gains. But all the other policy measures provide incentives
for early sale. Cash flow pressures from short-term borrowing place constraints on entrepreneur
managers; other tax concessions focus investors on early realisation of their investment. While venture
fund managers’ incentives encourage early realisation of investments: the funds they run are limited life
closed end funds with personal remuneration, through carried interest, tied to cash to cash performance.
These incentives for owners and outside investors are reinforced because many of these schemes have
criteria limiting the size and nature of qualifying businesses. Holding on to grow the company beyond,
say, 250 employees is unattractive because larger companies are disqualified under many of the schemes,
or the size of investment offered is not sufficiently large to be of interest.
If the structure of incentives is generally perverse and encourages early sales, we can devise policies that
provide different incentives, but only after considering the motivations of Mittelstand owners and
managers. The aim of policy should be not to impede sales of the business but construct incentives for
holding, around the structure of legitimate owner-manager motivations, which include the following:
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Diversification of family assets: successful entrepreneurs have a disproportionate share of their
personal wealth tied up in their business and a sale is motivated by the desire to diversify personal
wealth. Schemes to permit a partial ownership disposal while retaining full management control
would be helpful.



Freedom to take income: generally owner-managers, when building firms, sacrifice current income
for future capital gain, either by reinvesting profit and/or by paying down loans or outside equity.
Constraints on owner-managers taking income, limit their capacity to build private savings outside
the business and often act as an incentive for a sale earlier than the management would have
chosen.



Income for family shareholders: for family-owned businesses, dividend income is often a strong
motivation for shareholders to retain ownership. Meeting this requirement should be a feature of
scheme design.



Estate planning: business asset relief is an incentive to those wishing to protect the family wealth
from generation to generation.



Funding for growth: owners will wish to ensure that any steps to achieve their other objectives
will not constrain funding options for future growth.

Any new policy intervention should seek to meet the objectives of continuing managers as described above
while providing liquidity to investors in Mittelstand-style SMEs. It should also provide long-term lending
facilities to SMEs which mitigate the cash flow constraints of current options. There are a variety of ways
in which these objectives could be met. Here are two practical financial engineering suggestions, about
using ownership and new financial products, which we put forward as a way of starting debate about
reframed SME policies.
The activities of organised money like PE are built on arbitraging the privileges of limited liability and tax
relief on debt through the construction of corporate hierarchies which maximise private net gains for one
class of investor. Similarly new instruments were used in investment banking before the crisis as a basis
for booking profit and maximising private gains for the workforce under the comp ratio system. Our idea
is that this kind of imagination and innovation can be applied for constructive social purposes to change
owner incentives and help build a Welsh Mittelstand.
First, on ownership, the simplest option is to use legislation regulating Employee Ownership Trusts, which
is already on the statute book. An Employee Ownership Trust may be established to hold a minimum of
51% of the equity of a private company. As an incentive to sell to such a trust, the transfer of shares for
cash is free of capital gains tax. The merit of the structure is that the corporate structure and
management of the company owned by the trust remains in place. The trustees of the trust can be the
existing management of the business. Although majority shareholding is owned on behalf of the
employees, the employees do not run the business. This structure therefore provides liquidity to those
wishing to sell, while leaving management and non-management shareholders with a continuing
personal stake should they so choose. Finance Wales or the new Development Bank could be asked to
consider assisting with the funding of the trust and if appropriate take a position as trustee to look after
the broader public interest. If in due course it became appropriate to sell the business, then the trustees
are able to do so in the normal way. The brief to the new Development Bank would be to promote
Employee Ownership Trusts to private companies in Wales and to assist in this ownership structure as
an alternative to outright sale.
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Second, another possibility is a new product which would allow long-term lending with returns tied to a
share of exit proceeds. This product would address the investment needs of qualifying SMEs. The concept
of loan repayment and rolled up interest is already well developed in the bond market with the use of
Payment in Kind (PIK) Notes, frequently used in PE transactions. A long-term loan product which pays a
below market cash interest rate supplemented by final payment out of the proceeds of sale of the
business may be highly attractive in that it deals with the cash flow constraints on owner-managed
businesses. Subject to meeting covenants the managers would be free to draw income to achieve
diversification of their personal wealth. Finance Wales or the new Development Bank could hold these
assets on its balance sheet subject to appropriate support from the WG.
We have presented evidence and developed an argument about firm size, conditions of enterprise in
Wales and the need for new policies to change owner incentives and thereby help build a Mittelstand
and Welsh brands. This all represents work in progress intended as a positive contribution to debate in
the Welsh policy community. The medium-term aim is, of course, to influence WG thinking on what policy
and institutions like the new Development Bank might do. Our approach to economic policy is to engage
Welsh specifics and then propose non-standard policies. Such policies would of course be experiments,
undertaken without any assurance of success. But, the accumulating problems of Wales require a fresh
perspective and a move away from orthodox thinking and generic policies. It is time for some experiment
in Wales.
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Chapter 3
From Postcode Localism to Connected Procurement
The Wales Procurement Policy Statement, launched in December 2012, aims to ensure that every
pound spent delivers efficiencies as well as economic, social and environmental benefits – such as
local jobs, training opportunities and supply chain opportunities for local firms…
We can be proud of progressive policies such as Community Benefits, where the approach has
now been applied to 80 projects worth over £4.2 billion with measurement indicating that 84%
has been re-invested in Wales…. Hopefully other parts of the UK will now catch up with us on this
issue.
(WG press release quoting Jane Hutt, Finance Minister, 20 March 2014)142
This Ministerial statement represents the new localism which is manifest across Wales in the 2010s since
the WG committed to using government procurement for local benefit. According to the Finance
Minister, public procurement is a win-win opportunity to cut costs through efficiency savings and gain
benefits in the form of local jobs and opportunities for small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). The
Minister’s claim is that this opportunity has already been grasped and the WG now has measurable
achievements in these areas which put it ahead of other areas of the UK. Others would emphasise that
Wales’ achievement is mixed because successive official reports demonstrate that it has been difficult to
roll out the practice of early experiments and scale-up the gains right across Wales. Against this
background, opposition politicians, organised labour and big and small business all agree about the
objective of government procurement for local benefit and, as we shall see, want existing WG policies
pressed harder to deliver more of this good thing.
This chapter explores the way in which this political consensus hides a more interesting and less agreeable
story about the complexities involved in procurement. In short, delivering and measuring the benefits is
not a simple process. Our criticism of existing policy and proposals for an alternative reframing of policy
will be intellectually challenging and may be politically controversial for those who have bought into
existing policy. It is therefore worth spelling out our position on local procurement. Our starting point is
positive: procurement for local benefit is a sensible aim and one which the WG should promote and
pursue because substantial local benefits can be obtained by redirecting consumption and production
flows. But the issue then is, how is this to be done? Our argument is that, to date, WG and Welsh policymakers more broadly have taken an approach to capturing local benefits through policies of localism
which ultimately promise more than they deliver. Such benefits can then become overstated through
questionable counts of jobs created and postcode measures of purchases from ‘Welsh business’.
Behind the measures, the two fundamental problems in the current Welsh approach are an overly narrow
definition of procurement, and a framing of policy objectives in terms of flow and leakage (not chain and
capability).


The WG’s current official definition of procurement is very narrow and focuses on part of the
current expenditure by WG and other public bodies, while excluding consideration of private
procurement as well as capital flows. Current WG policy focuses on everyday purchasing and spot
contracting and practically excludes the strategic outsourcing of services like waste management,
which is now an uncontrolled benefit for large English firms and multi-nationals. The procurement
practice of large foundational firms like utilities and supermarkets is equally outside the domain of
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policy; even though, as we shall argue in chapter 4, reform of supermarket purchasing is crucial for
Welsh farming and food processing. The neglect of public capital expenditure could be explained
on the grounds that the WG has such limited borrowing powers. But that does not excuse the way
in which policy-makers are currently overlooking the strategic private capital flows to London
through pension contributions and insurance premia which produce modest returns for Welsh
savers after deductions of fees and expenses. If the WG and all devolved governments have limited
borrowing powers under the current Treasury regime, why are pension fund and insurance
contributions leaving Wales without any questions being asked?


The more fundamental problem is that WG policy is caught up in a mainstream framing of
procurement as an economic problem of boosting circular flow by stopping demand leakage
(rather than as an ecological problem of building supply chain linkage and firm capability). But this
orthodox framing transposes Keynesian circular flow analysis from the larger scale national to the
smaller-scale regional or local economy, which would ordinarily be more open, so that stopping
leakage would mean shifting many contracts across local boundaries. There are (or should be)
sensible limits on local preference and autarchy if that means robbing Peter to pay Paul on the
other side of Offa’s Dyke. Against this we argue for a reframing of policy in different terms: around
ideas of supply chain and firm capability. The aim of policy should be to identify a few strategic
supply chains where public (or private) procurement could be used to build more robust and
capable supplier firms in the lower tiers.

The chapter is organised in a relatively straightforward way into five sections. The two opening sections
are about the orthodox framing of public procurement as an economic and political opportunity. They
explain how large and measurable benefits of localism appeared in an economic framing about flow and
leakage and then demonstrate that, since about 2008, the Welsh policy community have embraced public
sector procurement as an opportunity so that they now are competitively bidding up the targets for local
procurement. The third section argues that this is counterproductive because WG procurement policy is
ambiguous: it does not meet the general conditions of effective public policy because WG policy lacks
focus and adequate resourcing. Our solution for Wales is not to do more of the same but to shift policy
from the current approach, epitomised by jobs targets and invoice counts, to a more strategic approach
of connected procurement focused on a few sectors, and to do so in ways which engage with Welsh
specifics and the need to build a Mittelstand.

3.1 Stopping leakage and the limits of localism
Every £1 spent with a local supplier is worth £1.76 to the local economy, and only 36 pence if it is
spent out of the area. That makes £1 spent locally worth almost 400 per cent more. A ten per cent
increase in the proportion of the council's annual procurement spent locally would mean £34
million extra circulating in the local economy each year.
(New Economics Foundation (2005) ‘Buying local worth 400 per cent more’)143
Metrics and metaphors matter and they are especially powerful when they come together intelligibly as
they do in this argument for more local spend taken from a New Economics Foundation (NEF) study of
2004-5 for Northumberland County Council. It presents a local multiplier – the LM3 – calculation of tiered
benefits. The underpinning is Keynesian macroeconomics about circular flow, so that £1.76 represents
the multiplied effects of any £1 injection of purchasing power into a local firm as it circulates in successive
rounds with diminishing effects dependent on the rate of leakage in the second and third round. The
argument is powerful because the basic ideas of circular flow and multiplied effects are accessible, as
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taught in introductory economics classes. Nationally, structural reform and supply-side economics long
ago displaced Keynesian demand management in the Treasury, but Keynesianism lived on through these
measures.
Metrics and metaphors also travel as they are borrowed and reused. The LM3 was developed and
promoted by NEF in the early 2000s as an analytical tool to enable regional development agencies and
local authorities to track and to measure their local economic impact.144 It was technically possible to
make a local LM3 calculation because the relevant official statistics were available at sub-national level
and the standard Keynesian macro frame was simply transposed from the national to local scale. So, in
the mid-2000s, NEF was able to carry out a series of studies for local authorities in the North East of
England, and later under their Local Alchemy programme funded by the East Midlands Regional
Development Agency.145 The empirical results were striking because (as in the opening quote from NEF’s
study for Northumberland County Council in 2004-5) the findings showed that more local procurement
could generate large benefits.
The message was all the more powerful because local and regional public expenditure totals were large
and because the calculation contained an implicit assumption and message about what policy-makers
should then do for the public good. In the Welsh case, all the calculations of public sector spending
produce impressively big numbers. Total public spending in Wales in 2013-14 was £30.6 billion, although
much of this is tied up in transfer payments like pensions and objects like defence.146 The controllable
public spend which can be directed or redirected for regional and local benefits is much smaller, but the
Welsh public sector currently spends £5.5 billion per year on external goods and services.147 The
Keynesian measures used by NEF come with an implicit assumption that stopping leakage is a good thing
because arithmetically, if leakage is reduced and local spend is increased, this will deliver larger multiplied
effects.
This Keynesian back story explains how in Wales, a country of economic problems, public procurement
has been increasingly framed in the 2010s as a major opportunity and a lever that should be pulled.
However, as we shall see, the measurement of objectives and results was simplified by postcode
calculations which considered only first round effects. In the mid-2000s, the WG began to engage with
the issue and by the 2010s the Welsh political establishment were all lined up to support public
procurement for regional economic benefit. Who could be against local benefits, or for leakage?
The problem is that the transposition from national to sub-national creates new problems because there
are limits on the extent to which it is possible or desirable to press local preferences in a small, open
region or locality. The Keynesian multiplier was originally designed for macro-analysis of the effects of
central expenditure injections and tax withdrawals within a large, relatively closed national economy.
Subsequently, it was opportunistically used to calculate broader social returns when justifying investment
projects, like marinas or other infrastructure, mostly when direct private returns were below some hurdle
rate. But the principle of local preference has its problems in smaller (and typically more open) economies
as in Wales where leakage is the norm and autarchy has micro-costs. This is a matter of specifics and
generalities. On specifics, do we really want a monopoly Welsh NHS bed pan supplier? Can we agree that
the Welsh NHS should continue to buy the macerators for single use bed pans from Haigh Engineering in
Ross on Wye (which is a world leader in this technology)? More generally, if Wales is an economy of subregional corridors, within the larger scheme of things, it is surely pointless for WG policy to award jobs
and contracts for Welsh firms if that means diverting orders from more competitive SMEs in, for example,
adjacent Cheshire, Hereford and Gloucester?
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3.2 Political enthusiasm: more of a good thing
Recent figures show that contracts won by business in Wales have increased by 18% in the last
eight years from 34% in 2003-4 to 52% now. Working on the basis that a 1% move equates to
2000 jobs, think of what this number could look like if we shifted by 10%. That’s 20,000 jobs at a
time when we have acute unemployment in parts of Wales.
(CBI Wales Director, Emma Watkins, 2012)148
Plaid Cymru wants to see more contracts go to local Welsh firms in order to generate jobs and
make sure that wealth generated in Wales stays in Wales. If we could add 25% to our current
procurement level of 52% we would be able to create nearly 50,000 jobs.
(Plaid Cymru economic spokesman, Rhun ap Iorweth, 2014)149
Welsh voters have not been offered a choice because their political parties and civil society organisations
have bought into stopping leakage and cite the figures for local spend produced by Value Wales (VW).
The WG has raised local spend in the decade since the mid-2000s but those outside government believe
the WG can and should do more. The Confederation of British Industry (CBI) Wales Director and Plaid’s
economic spokesman both state their ambitions for the future in target terms, arguing that more local
procurement will automatically translate into more Welsh jobs, as the quotes above show. All this sounds
positive and offends nobody because it constructs a world where the political and policy community are
divided mainly by how much more of this good thing we can have, and how quickly.
Here are some recent quotes from the 2012-14 period showing how public procurement for local
economic benefit is one way or another now supported by all political parties and public interests in
Welsh life:


Procurement for Welsh benefit figures as an objective and ‘strategic tool’ for Labour ministers in
the current WG who, by 2012, were making promises of strategic intent: ‘The Welsh public sector
spends approximately £4.3bn (which could) provide a vital springboard to support economic
growth... wherever possible, we will utilise public procurement creatively as a strategic tool to
deliver economic benefit to the people and communities of Wales.’150



In a 2013 Welsh Assembly debate, representatives of Plaid Cymru, the Conservatives and the
Liberal Democrats all praised procurement for local benefit and asked for more of this good
thing.151 Plaid’s economic spokesman in late 2014 reiterated the aim of raising Welsh procurement
to the level of 75%,152 which was set out by his leader in 2012: ‘By achieving Scottish levels of selfprocurement, …we could create another 48,000 jobs, potentially reducing Welsh unemployment
by 40%, increasing GVA growth by an additional 0.5% a year and beginning the task of closing Offa’s
Gap. Isn’t that a goal we can all unite behind.’153



Organised business and labour is enlisted in the project because both stand to benefit from
localising procurement. In 2012, the CBI Wales director in a Western Mail column on procurement
argued that a 10% increase in Welsh procurement would generate 20,000 jobs.154 The FSB at UK
level has commissioned two reports on SME friendly public procurement which ‘must be used to
support local growth and local jobs by using local businesses to keep more of local council’s money
in local economies. In this way we can all benefit from the economic multiplier effects of this
investment.’155 Martin Mansfield, General Secretary of the Wales TUC, served as chair of a Task
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and Finish Group, which produced updated guidance for Welsh Community Benefits policy on
construction contracts.156
More generally, localising Welsh procurement has over the past decade been turned into the endless,
busy political activity of launching initiatives, commissioning inquiries, designing and redesigning
institutions, devising systems and measuring outcomes. All this is explained partly by the way in which
the issue of procurement started from a very low level of political consciousness in Wales in the mid2000s. When NEF was doing its early LM3 studies, many of those responsible for Welsh public
procurement believed that EU regulations blocked public contract preference for local firms and labour;
while public procurement procedures and contracts were – and a recent FSB study suggests often still
are – routinely unfriendly to small business.157
The first experiments on procurement for community benefits were unofficial and undertaken by the
Chartered Institute for Housing (CIH) working on social housing in the South Wales Valleys.158 Good
practice was then codified for broader adoption in social housing through the WG funded i2i Toolkits.159
The WG had quite separately in 2004 set up VW to lead procurement strategy, with the initial focus on
cost saving and value for money; but from 2006 onwards community benefits objectives were added in
a supplementary way.160 VW produced their own Community Benefits Handbook, with detailed guidance
on how to integrate community benefits as either a core part of a procurement process or as an additional
contract requirement. This takes a more cautious line than the i2i Toolkits: ‘the key points to remember,
when looking to include community benefits are that their incorporation must be relevant to the subject
of the contract, they must be proportionate, deliver value for money and not unfairly discriminate against
any potential suppliers.’161
In 2008, the WG published a statement of intent in the ‘Opening Doors Charter for SME Friendly
Procurement.’162 However, major obstacles remained and, when VW in 2009 commissioned university
research on the barriers facing SMEs, the researchers found that many SMEs were deterred from bidding
for contracts because each public purchaser had its own complex, unfriendly pre-qualification
requirements: ‘PQQs that we fill in tend to be extremely time consuming and this is a big problem for a
small business like ourselves. They can take 5 days to complete which will cost us around £1,000. These
PQQs are geared for larger companies that have 3 or 4 people who just fill out PQQs and tender
documentation all day!’163 The researchers recommended standardisation of PQQ requirements and
wider advertising of contracts and VW responded by developing the SQuID process (Supplier Qualification
Information Database), which was eventually introduced as a 21 page form in late 2012, although
subsequently revised to take account of recent changes in EU procurement law.164
A pervasive sense of frustration led to the appointment of John McClelland to head a review to ‘measure
the impact of Welsh procurement policy’165 and his 2012 report was followed up by Martin Mansfield’s
Task and Finish Group in 2013. After a career in corporate supply chain management, McClelland, who
had previously produced similar reviews for Scottish Government, delivered a ‘could do better’ verdict
on Wales. His report cites examples of excellent practice: ‘my view is that there has been some
extraordinary pioneering, outstanding work in many areas and good in others.’166 But, what is missing is
the focus and drive to roll out best practice across the whole country and his report explores how best
this could be achieved. He flagged up the need for procurement to make connections with enterprise
development services, to identify unmet needs – and to encourage new or existing providers in Wales to
fill them – and to develop the skills to demonstrate this effectively, so that they could win the contracts.
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3.3 Policy confusions
Numerous Welsh initiatives and reports on local procurement convey an impression of purpose and
limited achievement. However, the claims about that achievement and the targets for more local
procurement cover serious problems about ambiguous measures, confused objectives and limits on the
field of the visible. There are several often-cited general preconditions of effective public policy: hard
measures, adequate resources for implementation, hierarchy of objectives, boundary definitions and
intermediate aims. None of these four conditions of effective policy are met in the case of Welsh policy
on procurement for local benefits. The result is not just underachievement but significant areas of
confusion and ambiguity.
1. Effective public policy requires hard technical measures as the basis for judging problems, taking
decisions and calibrating achievements: the generally cited VW statistics on procurement are not
fit for this purpose.
The first ambiguity is about what exactly is the ‘business in Wales’ that benefits from local procurement?
The McClelland report speaks of ‘firms based in Wales’ but provides no formal definition of what this
means. When an Assembly Committee report raised the issue of better measures, the Welsh Finance
Minister’s reply in 2012 explained the key figures have been calculated for various years by VW using
invoice postcodes:
my officials in VW have carried out a comprehensive analysis of annual procurement expenditure
on three occasions since 2003. The analysis has shown that the proportion of expenditure going
to suppliers with a Welsh invoice postcode has increased from 35%-52% in 2010-11.167
When we inquired of VW officials in 2015 we were told168 headquarters postcode was now the main basis
for classification so that ‘firms based in Wales’ are defined by a registered Welsh address at Companies
House. However, this principle is sometimes modified to recognise benefit to the Welsh economy
because local procurement officials can re-code their own data so that an English headquartered
company (like a fast-fit tyre firm) can be re-classified as Welsh if all the purchasing goes through a local
branch.
This is thoroughly confusing and unlikely to produce reliable and consistent data. An invoice postcode
measure would not tell us very much except how firms deal with accounts payable. Welsh headquarters
postcode data is presumably used because it is more informative, but it is not an infallible indicator of
substantial activity based in Wales. The process of adjustment for branch sales appears to be ad hoc and
does not tell us whether Welsh value added accounts for a substantial proportion of branch sales. This is
immediately a serious issue if policy aims to move out from the early experimental successes in using
local labour and firms in construction and refurbishment. In general business services, the major players
(like Danwood in copier leasing or Otis in lift service) operate UK-wide service organisations which include
Cardiff depots and offices with much value added outside Wales. The issue of leakage (which originally
motivated NEF) is simply lost in the postcode measures through which procurement is currently framed
in Wales.
This ambiguity cannot be resolved by turning to other measures of community benefits and suchlike.
Other measures too often produce policy-based evidence which (like the statistics on inward investment
in the last chapter) list achievements and benefits delivered in ways which support government policy
rather than allow its evaluation. Here, for example, is the Finance Minister in 2014 on the WG’s
Community Benefits policy for construction contracts:
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Results from the first 35 projects worth £465m show that 85% has been reinvested in Wales£124m directly on salaries to Welsh citizens, and £277m with Wales–based businesses. 80% of
which were Welsh SMEs. Some 562 disadvantaged people have been helped into employment,
receiving over 15,000 weeks of training. This illustrates how applying the Community Benefits
policy is making a significant contribution to the WG’s ambitions for jobs, growth and tackling
poverty in Wales.169
Beyond the definition of ‘Welsh-based business’, there are two problems here. First, the Minister
provides blurred measures of gross benefit, rather than net benefit, after considering off-setting costs.
We do not know whether disadvantaged people were employed at the expense of ordinary local
tradespeople; or whether the training was adequate to compensate for disadvantage and secure further
employment. Second, in this case, the benefits are self-certified by contractors who complete the
Community Benefits Measurement Tool themselves, reporting their progress in reaching agreed targets
either annually or at the end of their contract. These forms are then signed off by the public authority
paying for the project, which is responsible for checking their reported figures if the authority decides
this is necessary.170 Practically, all this means that any official totals are likely to contain unchecked
overstatements of benefit.
When statistical measures provide no basis for formulating or judging policy, the result is targets without
substance because businesses could meet current targets by renting Welsh post office boxes or churning
disadvantaged people through temporary employment. Furthermore, politicians do not always think
through targets in specific detail. Any adoption of Scotland’s 75% procurement target for Wales, for
instance, is more difficult than it would appear on initial consideration. First of all, there is a primary
difference in population size with 5.3 million in Scotland as compared with 3.1 million in Wales.171 As we
noted in Chapter 1, this is compounded by significant differences in income and wealth between Scotland
and Wales along with very different topographies. Prima facie, if Wales is a smaller, poorer and
territorially divided country, the question is whether Scottish targets are relevant and how they should
be tailored according to Welsh specifics.
The standard WG measures do tell us something, especially in cross section. On achievement so far, the
invoice postcode measures are strongly suggestive about how ‘some organisations are at the extreme
low end of adoption and implementation of policy, compared to the more advanced.’172 According to
McClelland, in 2010-11 55% of WG spend and 54% of Welsh local authority spend went to companies
based in Wales, as compared to only 36% of NHS spend and 35% of higher education spend; and although
on average 54% of local authority spend is with Welsh companies, there is a considerable range, from
69% to only 38%.173 The large gap between Welsh local authority and NHS procurement indicates limited
localisation of supply in the Welsh health service, as well as a very different input requirement; and the
large differences between local authorities indicate variability of practice as well as circumstance. It is
also concerning that the most recent Survey of Public Sector Food Purchasing in Wales found that in some
sectors, initial progress has not been sustained – for example, the proportion of Welsh meat has fallen
from 60% to 40%.174 Therefore the much-vaunted boost in Welsh local authority procurement from 35
to 55% (between 2004 and 2010) is an unreliable measure of progress and no sound basis for a policy of
targeting further increases.
2. Effective public policy requires a government machine which has a clear hierarchy of objectives
with priority and adequate resources for implementation. Welsh procurement policy works with
conflicted objectives and inadequate resourcing.
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McClelland and other reviews show conclusively that the necessary priority and resource conditions were
not met in 2011 – nor in earlier years – and, while there has been some progress since that date, it is
unlikely to have solved the problems. Official policy involves strategising procurement which has
historically has been an unglamorous, administrative task. Much procurement was traditionally dispersed
across subsidiary organisations, like individual local authorities or health trusts, where one (often junior)
official was charged with formal oversight of a large volume of contracts. Based on his earlier Scottish
review, McClelland proposes that one officer per £10 million annual spend is a useful benchmark to
assess staffing levels. He uses this to highlight some serious gaps in capacity. Within particular WG central
procurement teams and especially at local authority level: ‘15 of the 22 Local Authorities have weak, or
very weak, procurement capability as measured in resources,’ with the worst having £65 million pounds
spend per officer.175 McClelland also flags up the need to invest in training of procurement officials and
the importance of management support for staff.
Strategising procurement for local benefit is then complicated because management objectives on
procurement include the lowest price/value for money as well as procurement for local benefits.
Rhetorically, the enthusiasts and politicians can represent the relation as win-win but the objectives are
often in a conflict that is practically resolved by taking ‘a view that there are financial targets that override
all other considerations.’176 According to McClelland, in 2011:
whilst staff were often sympathetic towards small and local businesses, they were also expected
to achieve ‘cashable savings, value for money, reducing transaction costs, developing suppliers
and meeting front-line service expectations within existing procedures and regulatory
frameworks,’ giving rise to ‘a perceived incompatibility between a need to maximise cost
effectiveness and manage risk’ whilst also contributing ‘to local economic development’.177
Conflicted objectives and inadequate resourcing explains why exceptional champions can achieve so
much and the routine level is so low and variable. Effective and consistent policy implementation in the
medium-term probably requires local government and NHS reorganisations which put more resources
into purchasing and promote the status of the function; as well as an immediate firm lead and sustained
direction from the centre of WG, which has only made slow progress in resolving the problems
highlighted by McClelland. Although the WG has strengthened the capability of existing procurement
teams through the ‘Home Grown Talent’ project,178 the continuing austerity cuts on Welsh local authority
budgets mean that the serious capacity gaps flagged up by McClelland are still of concern. The
Procurement Board (which takes overall responsibility for strategic leadership of procurement policy)
recognises the importance of consistent measurement tools and clear KPIs. But its most recent
communiqué, almost two and a half years on from McClelland, acknowledges that these targets and
indicators have still not been agreed while KPMG checks on Procurement Fitness had not been followed
up by one-third of local authorities:
Work was still ongoing on the reporting dashboard and VW were currently undertaking a piece
of work looking at its reporting regimes and how these could be improved. Targets and indicators
would be looked to be added to the dashboard with hard and soft measures. Following the
Procurement Fitness checks only 14 Local authorities had responded with an action plan or
update.179
McClelland also argues strongly for the creation of a National Procurement Service (NPS) to take the lead
on collaborative procurement of ‘continuous and repetitive spend’ across the Welsh public sector, and is
adamant that although cost savings are one important driver of this centralisation process, it can also be
a way of ensuring the consistent application of the community benefits policy. The NPS was duly
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established in late 2013, with the aim of eventually managing collaborative spend in the region of £1
billion pounds through generic contracts, and this should help practically by taking work from overloaded
procurement teams in local authorities. To date, framework agreements totalling £140m have been
agreed, and the NPS newsletter highlights the involvement of Welsh SMEs in some sectors and does not
reflect on the worrying absence of SMEs in other sectors. For example, eight of the 13 chosen suppliers
awarded a place on the £11.8m per annum framework for General Building Materials, are based in Wales
and seven of these are SMEs;180 but on the much larger £67.5m per annum framework for agency
workers, only 14% of suppliers are Welsh-based or SMEs.181
3. Effective public policy requires boundary definitions which include all or most of the activity to
be influenced or controlled; Welsh policy defines procurement so that it effectively excludes
strategic outsourcing of public services and support functions.
Although procurement for local benefit is a comparatively recent development, it has to some extent
been overtaken by events. This because so much Welsh policy works with a practical definition of
procurement as spot purchasing or framework agreements by a public body acting as a consumer of
private goods and services. This excludes the large scale and strategic outsourcing of public services and
support functions which redefines the public body as a commissioner and signer of long term contracts
for services which will be delivered by large private sector companies (based outside Wales).
From the Senedd building, members can see the new Splott incinerator where five Welsh councils have
given Viridor a 25-year contract; but that is not part of the policy domain of procurement which is
controllable for local benefit. Almost invariably, waste contracts go to the same few giant waste
specialists (Viridor, Veolia or Biffa) who, after the construction phase, will directly employ just 35 in an
operation like Splott with management from an English headquarters and profits remitted elsewhere.182
VW tells us that strategic outsourcing contracts are in the domain of Community Benefits policy but we
can find no example where the form and nature of the outsourcing contract has been changed by WG
procurement policy.
The progress of outsourcing has been slower in Wales than England. Wales currently has nothing like
Northampton where 3,850 of 4,000 employees are being outsourced,183 and no huge contracts for
bundles of outsourced services like Service Birmingham, which at its peak cost the Council £120 million a
year.184 Instead, there has been controversy over smaller moves like the outsourcing of leisure centres in
Bridgend in 2012.185 But outsourcing is coming to Wales for the usual reasons: changing technologies on
everything from waste disposal to IT create new opportunities for specialist private operators, and local
authorities are attracted by the promise of saving cost and shifting responsibility for service delivery.


Welsh police forces are spending large amounts with private contractors, especially for IT and other
support services. They have provided almost £2m of revenue for outsourcing giant Capita over the
last three years – and a further £750,000 to accountants Deloitte.186 North Wales Police in 2015
signed a five-year deal with the Canadian multi-national CGI to provide ICT services and support.187



Powys, Flintshire and Denbighshire local authorities have all signed outsourcing deals with Civica,
to provide specialist IT systems to improve service delivery and run a payment processing centre
providing services for other public sector departments in Wales which ‘could produce a potential
£200,000 in annual savings’.188



Collaboration for better information is creating opportunities for the outsourcers even in South
East Wales. With Blaenau Gwent taking a lead role, five collaborating organisations (Blaenau
Gwent CBC, Torfaen CBC, Caerphilly CBC, Gwent Police, and Aneurin Bevan University Health
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Board) are working with Atos on a vulnerability intelligence project to tackle the barriers to
information sharing.189
Outsourcing raises larger questions about the capacity of local authorities to negotiate and monitor such
contracts; about the levering of cost savings on wage cuts; and about how the contracts are generally
with large English or multi-national firms like Capita, CGI, Civica or Atos. The underlying issues here are
whether the public bodies are losing control of value for money and losing sight of the interests of SMEs.
The ex-ante promises of savings through outsourcing are well-advertised but the terms of contracts and
their outcomes are too often concealed by the cloak of commercial confidentiality. It is clear that large
outsourcing conglomerates have the advantage over councils negotiating contracts for large bundles of
services which have not turned out well for councils like Birmingham and Barnet.190 It is also clear, from
Labour Force Survey evidence, that in many outsourced activities like prisons, the private contractor’s
advantage comes from paying lower wages which must reduce local benefits.191 As for the rest, many
large outsourcing firms use networks of SME subcontractors. These are usually sector specific companies
with specialist expertise, rather than local companies that could strengthen their skills base through a
partnership with a larger company. Thus, for example, ATOS offers an ‘SME Harbour’ that supports SME
participation in their contracts, but also refers to an ‘SME Eco-system’ which offers ATOS diverse
specialist skills. 192
The fundamental point is that outsourcing is a new kind of public procurement with consequences for
jobs and firms which need to be publicly debated (and are not being discussed within the frame of existing
Welsh debate about procurement). This new debate needs to start from recognition that not-for-profits
are likely to play a limited role since the earlier transfer of local authority housing stock to housing
associations is not a replicable model. Housing stock involved the transfer of assets against which the
not-for-profit could borrow, whereas the transfer is now of services where the advantage is with forprofit firms because they can cover operating losses from equity. If the networks involve profit-seeking
primes, there is a real question regarding what kinds of conditions about local sub-contractors should be
inserted into outsourcing contracts. Is it possible to go beyond requiring prompt payment and protecting
sub-contractors from prime contractor power over their margins?193
One strategic question then is whether it is sensible to build Welsh capacity and firms in outsourcing
which could use a domestic base to penetrate the English market. If so, can this be done (as the
outsourcing conglomerates do it) by recruiting managers with sectoral experience or will success come
from piggy-backing on a large English prime contractor? In either case, how could this be publicly
sponsored? Some years ago, Adam Price had a vision of how Offa’s gap on GVA could be closed by a postindustrial Wales which could succeed by exporting health and education services.194 Can outsourcing be
a way of realising that vision or will outsourcing continue on its present path as a benefit for non-Welsh
giant firms and become a way of locking in a permanent Welsh deficit based on technical incapacity?
4. Effective public policy requires clarity about intermediate aims. The intermediate aim of
encouraging SMEs (to deliver Welsh benefits) has not been connected with the necessary
information gathering.
The ultimate policy aim is Welsh benefit; but the intermediate aims in Welsh political discourse are always
jobs for local workers and contracts for local business. Depending on how these aims are mixed and
matched, local procurement is not one policy but a bundle of policies. The question is whether Wales has
the wrong bundle with too much emphasis on job creation and not enough on SME building where basic,
necessary information is not being collected by many local authorities.
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The priority of work for the jobless comes out of the arguments of Richard Macfarlane, who has long
advocated using construction contracts to generate jobs and training for the disadvantaged.195
Macfarlane has recently restated his objective after mainly reviewing construction contracts:196 ‘a very
significant impact on poverty and social mobility would be achieved’ if every public sector contract
created one year’s employment for a disadvantaged person for every £1million spent. Because jobs and
training can be provided by large firms, an explicit and separate emphasis on sustaining small firms – that
may find training requirements more difficult – is necessary. That was present in many of the early Welsh
experiments in community benefit, as in the subsequent CIH toolkits, and the VW policies rightly promote
SME-friendly procurement alongside targeted jobs and training. This approach is demonstrated in
construction by the United Welsh refurbishment project in 2009, when an in-house management team
bought in the materials and divided the job into small labour-only contracts which attracted local SMEs.197
The Mittelstand rationale for breaking up contracts in this way is clear if it displaces larger firms with
smaller firms that are more grounded and consistently employ and spend more locally. An FSB-CLES study
found that, amongst those that responded to a survey, small local firms re-spend 63p locally out of every
£1 they receive, as opposed to 40p in every £1 for large firms.198 It is therefore alarming to find that many
local authorities lack the basic information to act on and evaluate policy for sustaining SMEs. Their
capacity to act is questioned by McClelland and others. A recent freedom of information request by FSB
Wales established that many councils do not gather the basic information which would allow them to
act. Of 19 Welsh councils that responded to the freedom of information request, only two (Powys and
Gwynedd) were able to provide a figure for SMEs’ percentage share of total spending. Other councils,
like Cardiff, did not capture this spend in IT systems or could not retrieve it from paper records.199 If Welsh
councils are generally not measuring their spend with SMEs, they cannot claim to be controlling it and
any policy objective of encouraging local firms does not stand scrutiny.

3.4 Reframing the problem: connected procurement
The general conditions of effective public policy making should be addressed: Wales does need serious
metrics, adequate resourcing and clearer goals applied to traditional procurement (and to outsourcing).
But it is also clear that, beyond this, it is also necessary to reframe public procurement policy so as to
engage with Welsh specifics. This requires some intellectual effort to reframe the questions, as well as
political debate, which would involve the airing of differences.
The reframing could start by replacing the metaphors about flow and leakage with other guiding
metaphors about chain and connection for local benefit. This would be in the spirit of CLES’ work in
Preston200 on public sector ‘anchor institutions’ (like councils, police forces and universities), or the
original Welsh experiments and the CIH tool kits which were all about establishing connections with local
firms. Procurement policy inevitably becomes quasi-sectoral in the implementation stage because central
policy-makers have to recognise sectoral differences and cannot manage procurement in general: thus,
the VW Procurement Route Planner separates both food and social care from ‘general goods and
services’;201 and the WG has a ‘key sectors’ policy. The limits of the WG’s nine sector policy are analysed
in the next chapter where we argue that policy needs to focus on dysfunctional behaviours and structural
change in a smaller number of industries. This would fit with a refocusing of WG procurement policy after
asking and answering a series of questions about public spend and chain relationships. Here are three
questions.
1. Where could we mobilise a long term, volume public spend for local benefit through an existing
local supply chain? The purpose of this is to identify and focus effort in two or three industries,
where the local supply chain can have a chance of meeting large-scale public demand in a way that
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builds social capacity and firm capability. These industries would usually include care services and
construction, which are generally the largest items of local authority expenditure, and where there
is generally existing capacity within the Welsh local economy, or at least the potential to create it
in these areas. The resource base of enterprises would usually consist of SMEs dealing directly with
Welsh public authorities; but could also consist of local SMEs embedded in networks led by a large
prime contractor which was a multinational giant.
The principle is that procurement effort should not be dissipated, but immediately concentrated
on a short list of a few industries where volume public demand can easily be connected with a local
supply chain, as it was in the original Welsh experiments of the mid 2000s in construction. The
corollary is recognition that, in many other areas, more local preference would bring small rewards
or perverse consequences of jobs transfer between localities, which is not in the interests of
business or labour. A parallel exercise in broader mapping could identify a longer list of
development sectors. There are areas where volume public demand and local supply could with
difficulty be connected if constraints and limits were shifted, for example, by upgrading the
capability of micro-firms or requiring local subcontracting in IT services and suchlike. Equally, too
much effort should not be dissipated on low return efforts to change public procurement when, as
we shall explain in chapter 4, WG sponsored reform of private purchasing offers much larger,
quicker returns in sectors like food processing where the primary linkage is from local supply to
private demand by supermarkets.
2. What does the public sector need to do proactively to shore up or develop a responsive local
supply chain? The existing and prospective local supplier base will include some firms which lack
capacity, or are not prepared to play ball, and many other firms which need upgrading or public
support to deal with constraints and fit them for opportunity. This point emerges very clearly from
our work with Enfield Council in bringing local contractors into retro-fit housing insulation
contracts where the first requirement of local firms was certification and workforce training.202
Public initiatives to overcome such obstacles are appropriate for SMEs because they do not retain
and cannot afford the helper army of internal specialists and external consultants which big
business retains to deal with issues like meeting local certification requirements.
The principle is that policy is not just about issuing SME-friendly contracts, but more importantly
about identifying and fixing the usually industry-specific obstacles to building more capable SMEs.
Many of these obstacles are not always about the issues of pre-qualification, contract size and
working capital, which are important in construction. In adult care, as we will argue in the next
chapter, small family firms in converted old houses cannot access capital unlike large chains which
can rebuild to modern standards. In this case, if we do not want large financialised chains to
dominate the business, the public sector should borrow and construct homes for private operation
by small firms. Public authorities may also wish to encourage new not-for-profit providers in adult
care or bring provision in-house. In this case, they must think about how to manage operating
losses in organisations without the equity and balance sheet reserves which cushion large PLCs.
Constructive policy is about establishing the conditions for sustainable relations based on realism
and ambition for the stock of SMEs.
3. What are the reciprocal obligations on public purchaser and private provider if their relation is
to be sustained and benefit all parties? The government contract should not be a public gift or a
private benefit, but a matter of ongoing reciprocal obligation. The obligation on the public
purchaser is to provide continuing spend and to plan fluctuations in ways which do not dump costs
of disruption onto suppliers. Equally, when dealing with networks of primes and subcontractors,
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the public obligation is to redress the power and knowledge disparities which routinely
disadvantage private sub-contractors in their relation with the corporate prime. The obligation on
the provider is to engage in a conversation about joint service planning which will require staff
training, investment and firm certification. Milestones and deadlines need to be set either at the
end of a number of existing contracts or framework agreements or by a wrap-up future date say,
perhaps three to five years hence.
Policy should recognise that the social value from public procurement comes from continuity, not
ad hoc benefits reported periodically in a newsletter. WG policy is currently caught up in a cycle of
annual reporting of ad hoc benefits with so many jobs created and contracts issued each year, and
no account of the connection or disconnect between successive years. We welcome the NPS’
publication of their ‘Future pipelines’ which show planned tenders for the next 12-18 months. 203
We need more of this approach and policy needs to look beyond contracts to firm-level policy
outputs with firm creation and sustenance measures as KPIs.
The ‘local’ scale at which these questions are asked and answered needs to be pragmatically debated and
decided but should not always be Wales by default (and will often be multiple, nested scales). The default
onto Wales makes little sense in an economy of sub-regional corridors whose political boundaries are
subject to internal and external re-drawing. Within Wales, much now depends on local government
reorganisation which will redraw boundaries to create larger units of the local. Beyond Wales, the issue
is whether and how the city region agenda for devolution is pressed on the Severn estuary. In the
questions above, the local is not one economic scale but a political space which expands insofar as a
relation of reciprocity can be negotiated.
If we want serious change, as our three questions imply, we need more than the current proceduralism
which characterises procurement in Wales. Policy needs to recapture the can-do orientation of the early
experiments at United Welsh and the CIH. This means action pressed by disruptive protagonists
empowered to develop action plans and ‘how to do it’ templates for local authorities whose past record
is of low level compliance. The KPIs should be about what is sustained and built by way of capability,
relationships and structure in firms and labour force through investment, training and service quality (not
jobs that have been diverted). Would this be difficult? Yes, of course; but then the ultimate objective is
building a Mittelstand and using public procurement to help build that Mittelstand is not going to be
easy. It requires ‘connected procurement' – investment in a long-term relationship between the anchor
institution and the supplier to establish a mutually-reinforcing triad of sustainability, efficiency and
quality.
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Chapter 4
From Key Sectors to Responsible Business
We need to concentrate our resources where we can add the most value, acting as an enabler for
the economy as a whole rather than a significant direct deliverer of services to individual
businesses. We will develop a sector-based, strategic approach to business support, developing
our role as an expert facilitator and enabler
(WG on ‘Targeting the business support we offer’ in Economic Renewal: a New Direction 2010.)204
The Economic Renewal report of 2010 is the most important programmatic statement of intent about
the direction of WG policy on private business. The web page introduction to that report explained that
the WG aims to be a business-friendly enabler by ‘creating the right environment for businesses to
succeed’.205 Those who read through the report will find that this is to be done in a now familiar way by
combining the general support of (public) investment in infrastructure and skills with a more targeted
‘sector-based, strategic approach to business support’. This chapter is concerned with the limits of the
WG’s current key sectors approach and outlines the potential of an alternative policy approach based on
raising the social ask to change firm behaviours and steer structural change.
Our starting point is the key sectors policy and the Action Plan for food which show how WG tries to think
through activity-specific problem. The result is anodyne analysis which rests on an assumption of
common interests within the sector where all businesses behave responsibly. There are usually some
shared interests in, for example, growing sector output. However, in many sectors there are also sharp
internal differences which take different forms in various sectors but often, one way or another, set big
business against small business. We illustrate this empirically by considering two sector cases through
the ecology lens: food and farming, and residential adult care. In food and farming the issue is about the
predatory behaviour of the big supermarkets. In adult residential care the problem is uncontrolled
structural change because the financialised (mainly PE backed) chains are an invasive species which can
now expand rapidly.
This analysis highlights important policy issues for economy and society. In Welsh farming and food, the
supermarkets have captured the profits of food processors and producers thereby undermining longterm ownership and investment in processing infrastructure. In adult care, the financialised chains can
currently avoid taxes and extract high returns on capital from local authorities. In the longer term, our
Welsh analysis shows how they can access the capital market to build new, cheap-to-operate, en suite
residential homes which will replace the converted old houses operated by small local businesses and
thereby close down small family businesses. Against this background, we argue that we need a change in
the mentality of WG to reflect a broader social interest and distinguish between responsible and
irresponsible behaviours and outcomes.
The need is for innovative and discriminating policies because nothing would be gained by replacing the
WG’s pro-business policy with anti-business policy. The WG needs to ‘raise the social ask’ of
supermarkets: what is Wales getting in return for a huge consumer spend at the checkout; and how can
the supermarkets pay fair prices to the processors and producers engaged in an industry that is important
for national food security and cultural identity? In adult care, the WG needs to secure the future by
borrowing at lower rates of interest to build care homes for operation by small and medium businesses
(for-profit and mutual) with a living wage for the workforce financed by the lower cost of capital. It is
important to emphasise that this kind of intervention has nothing to do with old-style command and
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control socialism, which sought to displace and subordinate private enterprise. Our approach accepts
that private firms have a leading role and asks how, in each sector, structure, behaviour and performance
can be socially steered so that we benefit from grounded firms which recognise their social
responsibilities.
This chapter develops these arguments in four sections. The first section analyses the general limits of
WG key sector policy and explains how the 2014 Action Plan for food evades the issues. The second and
third sections are about food and farming. The third section analyses how the supermarkets have
captured processor and producer profits and argues the WG should respond by ‘raising the social ask’.
The fourth and final section briefly examines residential care so as to make the point that every industry
presents different problems which require a specific response.

4.1 What the WG does: key sectors and action plans
The (action) plan (for the food and drinks industry)… is predicated on partnership between
government and industry. We are a pro-business government, working closely with companies to
create growth and jobs in every part of Wales and we established an overarching and challenging
target of 30% growth in sales by 2020 and we are on course to achieve this target. The vision
detailed in the plan is one of green growth where businesses are the custodians of our natural
resources, developing productive and profitable businesses that are both environmentally and
socially responsible, and producing quality safe food to secure improvements in the health and
vitality of the people of Wales.
(Rebecca Evans, WG Deputy Minister for Farming and Food, 30 June 2015) 206
In summer 2015, the media were carrying stories about sectoral crises in food and farming with low prices
in dairy and lamb triggering farmer protests across many UK regions207 and Welsh sheep farmers
withholding lambs from market in a ‘no lamb week’.208 At the same time, the WG minister had a hugely
positive vision of the future of food where output, jobs and profit would grow to benefit all, helped by
ambitious, ‘pro-business government’ policies. The WG message is that sectoral problems have been
engaged since 2010 within a general policy frame of designating key sectors and creating sector panels
which have been backed up by sector-specific initiatives like the 2014 Action Plan for the food and drink
industry. This section has two aims. First, it considers the general problems of the key sector approach as
a way of focusing policy effort and securing business representation in the policy process. It then
considers the case of WG policy on food and drink, which illustrates how WG policy is much better at
evading than solving sectoral problems.
The first problem is that, as the WG has implemented its key sector approach, its policy has ceased to be
targeted without becoming comprehensive. 209A growing number of sectors with lobbying clout have
claimed key status and a sector panel amidst increasing confusion about the selection criteria. A
background note on the sector approach in 2011210 explained that there were six priority sectors:
information and communication technologies; energy and environment; advanced materials and
manufacturing; creative industries; life sciences; and financial and professional services. The selection
principles were implicit but fairly clear: these sectors were strategic because they offered Wales the
prospect of rapid growth and/ or represented high-tech and knowledge-based industries of the future.
But the 2013 Sectors Delivery Plan listed nine key sectors, with the list expanded to include three others:
construction, food & farming and tourism. These new key sectors represent not the possibility of
glamorous transformation, but the mundane realities of value added through volume employment in the
slow-growing, low-wage Welsh economy.
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There is much to be said for focusing on these realities, but the combination of the two selection
principles (the glamorous and the mundane) produces an incoherent list which undermines the aim of
targeting support because it includes around two thirds of Welsh businesses. A WG report on the
progress of the sectors explained that the nine key sectors in 2011 accounted for 65% of enterprises and
43% of employment in Wales.211 This does not mean that the key sectors provide comprehensive
coverage which puts every sector on an equal footing with the WG. There are conspicuous absences like
the care sector whose (largely private) employment accounts for 6% of the Welsh workforce, with adult
care alone accounting for more than 3%. However, the adult care sector has found other ways of pursuing
its objective of getting local authorities to pay ‘fair prices’ because the court judgement against Sefton
Council (upholding the Laing and Buisson fair price calculation212) applies in Wales as well as in England.213
Sector panels to provide expert advice may also be risky and difficult in terms of interest representation,
because this approach is likely to produce panels which are too close to some local Welsh interests and
do not engage with major UK-wide players. Wales is half the size of Switzerland and has a very small local
business class in many activities like the creative industries. In such cases, the risk is that the sector panel
then becomes a conduit through which a few well-placed local players gain favours and benediction from
the political system. In 2013, the WG decided that sector panels should be smaller and proposed that
(except in Tourism) henceforth sector panels ‘will consist of a Chair and three to four members’.214 This
was done with the declared aim of improving ‘delivery’ and without any discussion of the obvious risks.
The reverse of this problem is the difficulty of engaging major UK-wide business players in what they see
as regional talking shops. This point is illustrated by the composition of the original food and farming
sector panel, which was appointed in 2011.215 This original panel had ten members but no representatives
from the Big Four supermarket chains which call the shots in the sector, nor any representative from the
specialist frozen food retailer, Iceland, which is headquartered on Deeside. Instead, the only supermarket
representative came from the Waitrose chain which was of limited direct relevance to Welsh food and
farming. Waitrose is a minor player with a 3.5% share of the UK food market and a small presence in
Wales. The chain’s upmarket position with premium pricing allows Waitrose to use responsible sourcing
as a way of differentiating its offer.
This food and farming sector panel was reinvented under the 2014 Action Plan as the ‘Food and Drink
Wales Industry Board’ where a group of food and drink business representatives would make up a group
‘designed to lead on future policy development’, with the WG joining as an ordinary member.216 By July
2015, the Board had gained a chair and a list of members dominated by mainly small-scale processors
because the Board does not, for example, include processing firms like Brains or 2 Sisters, nor any large
scale dairy firm. The membership does not include any representatives of farmers, supermarkets or other
types of retailer, or any kind of independent expert like an academic with a non-industry source of
income.217 The WG has not acted on the coalition period proposals from 2009 for ‘supply chain forums’
which would bring together producers, processors and major retailers.218 These were repeated in the
original food and farming sector panel recommendation that WG should establish a Welsh supermarket
forum.219
It is hard to avoid the conclusion that key sectors have, through implementation, become not an
economic device for focusing policy effort but a political device for over-representing some businesses
and under-representing many others. Misgivings on this point are reinforced if we look at the detail of
sector definitions, the nature of policy objectives and the paucity of WG policy instruments in a major
sector like food and farming.
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‘Food and farming’ has been identified as a key sector since 2011,220 but closer examination reveals
that this key sector is now defined to include hospitality in restaurants and bars plus all food
retailing jobs (as well as farms and processing factories). This decision to include everything that
moves food and drink towards the human mouth makes the sector much larger so that, on the
skills council calculation, it employs 18% or more of the Welsh workforce.221 Practically, if the aim
of policy is to change things, this is a problem because it blurs policy focus. For example, hospitality
firms operate under different conditions from food processing firms and their distinct problems
require different remedies.



‘Food and farming’ has one big sectoral target because the WG’s 2014 ‘Action Plan for the food
and drink industry’ sets the target of growing sector output by 30% to £7 billion by 2020.222 This
fits with the macro policies of the WG and a broader preoccupation with growth. The WG lists of
‘anchor companies’ and ‘regionally important companies’ are now to be supplemented by lists of
the top 50 growth businesses and the top 50 potential growth companies.223 It should also be
pointed out that, in political terms, the broad sector definition including hospitality is an advantage
because it makes it much easier to hit the growth target. The growth of hospitality is (like rail or air
travel) correlated with GDP; if GDP increases by 2% per annum compound over seven years and
hospitality increases in line, this would give an automatic 21% increase in the sub sector’s output.

How should this be addressed? In 2014, the WG laid out its preliminary agenda. This set out some
parochial specifics, such as what should replace the recently-scrapped True Taste Awards and how
branded products could acquire a Welsh identity. There were also the familiar generics about skills which
would be expected in any sector report. But the Action Plan and earlier WG documents are extraordinarily
reticent about the central problem of supermarket behaviour. The problem is not denied but, as
explained below, it is somewhat diminished: first, by representing supermarket behaviour as a challenge
not a ‘wicked problem’; and, second, by insistence on working together regardless of existential conflicts
over profit; before, in a third step, passing the problem to UK Government via the Grocery Code and
Adjudicator.
1. The tropes of challenge and opportunity are often invoked by present day policy-makers seeking
to represent intractable problems in a positive way. This is the WG’s tactic in its ‘sector delivery
plan’ presentation of food and farming which faces ‘the challenge of working within a highly
controlled supply chain (dominated by large retailers) to stimulate new business opportunities,
new product innovation and increasing the share and volume of Welsh sourced grocery sales
within the leading supermarkets’.224 It might practically be more useful to analyse the supermarket
capture of profit as a ‘wicked problem’ which is hard to fix.
2. WG policy on food and farming has, at least since 2010,225 emphasised working together to own
supply chain problems, even though conflicts of interest make communication, agreement and
joint action very difficult. So the 2014 Action Plan emphasises the need for collaboration in a
‘difficult’ situation, the realities of which are elliptically discussed. For example, according to the
WG: ‘Meaningful collaboration requires trust and openness which is difficult for producers; open
book negotiations often cause concern that once production costs are known, costs and prices will
be squeezed, limiting opportunities to increase margins. Ways must be found to effectively share
information to benefit all food chain businesses.’226 But the question of how this is to be done is
completely evaded.
3. If a problem cannot be further diminished, it can be passed on by suggesting it is the responsibility
of UK Government. Thus, the WG has noted that relations between supermarkets and suppliers
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are covered by the UK-wide Groceries Supplies Code and an Adjudicator. The 2014 Action Plan
manages to suggest that supply chain problems are being addressed by the adjudicator under the
watchful eye of the WG: ‘The establishment of a Grocery Code Adjudicator to oversee operation
of the Grocery Supply Chain Code of Practice should improve fairness in the operation of the supply
chain. The performance of this office will be monitored by Welsh Government.’227 Through late
2014 and into 2015, the media carried a stream of stories about grossly abusive behaviour by
supermarkets and their major suppliers which was not in any way checked by the Adjudicator. 2
Sisters was imposing 3% discounts on suppliers who wanted timely payment;228 30% of Tesco
suppliers said they believed it rarely complies with the Code;229 and Morrisons reportedly met its
half-yearly profit targets by demanding one-off cash payments from suppliers.230 We can find no
evidence that the WG has engaged with any of this misconduct which implies that the Code and
Adjudicator are completely ineffectual.
The Groceries Supply Code of Practice (GSCOP) dates from 2009231 and is enforced by an independent
adjudicator, the Groceries Code Adjudicator (GCA) appointed in 2013 under new legislation.232 It now has
powers to impose fines on retailers equivalent to 1% of revenue, following the submission of complaints
from suppliers, and its sanctions apply to the ten largest retailers with an annual turnover exceeding
£1bn.233 The Code emphasises the need for written contracts with suppliers, and seeks to check the worst
abuses of buyer power such as charges on suppliers for favourable shelf space, customer complaints,
promotions and shrinkage.234 The Westminster Government points to the GCA as the solution to abuses
of supply chain power but there are good reasons for scepticism.


First, the GCA is small and poorly-resourced, with funding of only £800,000 per year derived from
a levy on supermarkets. Unsurprisingly, the three-day-a-week adjudicator, Christine Tacon, said
she would ‘be adopting a softly, softly approach in the first instance’235 and her starting point is ‘to
work collaboratively with supermarkets’.236 Its investigations are in response to complaints which,
while submitted anonymously, would lead to the identification of the supplier in any full
investigation and therefore create the risk of jeopardising future contracts.



Second, the GCA’s remit is limited. Farmers complain that the GCA is limited to investigating only
the relations between supermarkets and their immediate suppliers, where it is not permitted to
consider contract price, only egregious abuses of supply agreements. Abuse is defined in ways
which allow supermarkets to take legal advice so that they breach the spirit but not the letter of
the Code. Hence, the Morrison buyers’ tactic of making a ‘request’ not requirement for cash
payment; and also the use of joint business plans which create written agreements which are
outside the adjudicator’s remit.237
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4.2 Supermarket behaviour: capturing processor profits
We have ideal conditions for growing grass in Wales. We have, compared to most European
countries, a good industry structure, with a viable farm and herd size. We have cows of high
genetic merit and skilled farmers able to get the best from them. I know there is a secure and
profitable future in this industry and am committed to doing all I can to help support it.
(Rebecca Evans, WG Deputy Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries, October 2014)238
Here is the Deputy Minister, announcing a Dairy Review in the middle of yet another dairy farming crisis,
explaining how dairy farming should be an opportunity for Wales because it builds on Welsh natural
resources and social capital. But Welsh potential has not been realised over the past twenty years
because of the behaviour of the supermarkets in a complex chain where non-Welsh processors and UKwide retailers are as important as Welsh producers. What the pro-business Minister cannot admit is that
in food and farming (as in many other sectors) the problems arise because the interests of the different
business players in the chain do not coincide. Each sectoral case of divergent interests is different. In food
and farming the specific problem is that the supermarkets use their power as apex predators to capture
individual processor profits in ways which make the processing niche increasingly untenable for longterm owners and consequentially hurt producers.
The pattern of specialisation in Welsh farming and food starts from a simpler physical logic, because
Welsh food production is inevitably pastoral when the climate is wet and Western, and the topography
is mainly upland. Lowland dairy and upland sheep farming are the dominant production activities. With
9% of UK land, Wales has 29% of the sheep flock, 11% of the herd of beef cattle, and 13% of the dairy
cows.239 Three quarters of the value of Welsh farm output is red meat production plus milk and milk
products.240
Meat is reliant on exports to the rest of the UK, typically from volume processing facilities located close
to farm in Wales but owned by large non-Welsh firms. As the 2014 Action Plan admitted, only 5% of
Welsh red meat production is consumed in Wales. Figures show that 85% of dairy farms sell to milk
processing companies,241 and milk is then complicated by tanker export of liquid milk to English
processing plants before reimport for Welsh retail sale. Half the milk produced in Wales is processed in
England and Welsh dairy processing is dominated by cheese production.242 Overall, the Welsh food
processing sector is proportionately larger than elsewhere but much of it is aligned with the demands of
the urban population on both sides of the border, not with the supply of Welsh rural producers. The large
size of the Welsh bakery and confectionary sector is especially paradoxical because its cereal is all
imported.243 244
In economic character the Welsh farming and food processing sectors are completely different, though
each employs around half of the near 50,000 who work in farming and food. Welsh farming does not fit
any template of a sustainable activity, while food processing looks more like the rest of low investment,
mundane UK manufacturing. Output levels on the 35,000 farm holdings245 are very low and incomes are
made up by EU subsidy, which amounts to an average of £7,282 per holding. The latest farming statistics
show a substantial drop in average farm business income from £30k in 2013-14 to £22k in 2014-15 - and
long-term real decline because income was £28k in 2004.246 But the 475 food manufacturing enterprises
employing a total of 20,000 workers, had a GVA per capita of £54,600 per worker, which should sustain
a full-time wage (including on cost) of £30,000 without any form of subsidy.247
The future of Welsh farming will be directly determined by EU-related politics not economics. Rather
differently, the position of the food processors has been directly determined by the conduct of the
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supermarkets (which of course has indirect cascade implications for producers who need subsidy because
processors under pressure from supermarkets pay such low prices).
We will illustrate this point by considering the dynamics at play in the long-run division of the price of a
litre of milk since the mid-1990s. This provides an illustrative example, but not a representative case. The
complexities of each farming and food subsector are such that it is generally not possible to find
representative cases, especially so in dairy where liquid milk and cheese are processed and retailed under
very different conditions. Those interested in such complexities should read our recent case analysis of
the whole dairy sector,248 or our earlier study of pig meat supply which highlights the financial profit that
Morrisons makes from vertically-integrated meat processing. This strongly suggests that the verticallydisintegrated chain organisation that dominates UK food is a cultural choice of buyer-led retailers, with
limited organisational competences, not the one best way of managing low-cost supply.249
The story of liquid milk since the mid-1990s is about what happened after the Milk Marketing Board was
abolished. The historical back-story is that UK farming failed to develop strong producer co-ops of the
Dutch and Scandinavian type, which moved downstream to take control of processing and thereby
acquired the power to stand up to retailers. Instead, the UK Government imposed order through the Milk
Marketing Board which operated from 1933 until deregulation in 1994, with a statutory monopsony and
monopoly over the collection of milk from farmers and its sale to dairy processors, on whose behalf the
Dairy Trade Federation negotiated. This, ideally, provided guaranteed demand to farmers, protection
from the giant PLCs which dominated dairy processing, guaranteed supply for retailers, and offered
stability and assurance that would allow the industry as a whole to plan ahead and invest.
By the 1980s, this kind of organisation appeared anachronistic and a lightning rod for the grievances of
farmers, dairies and retailers, with many (including the NFU) thinking they could do better without it.
Milk processors exploited legal loopholes to withhold supply and lobbied successfully for change, in the
expectation that markets would deliver fairer prices and force farmers to become more efficient. The
unintended consequence was the collapse of processor margins as they were directly exposed to
supermarket power.
Roughly half of UK dairy output is sold as liquid milk, which is naturally protected from the international
competition that affects cheese. But the price pressures have actually been more intense in liquid milk
because it has been a weapon in the big four supermarkets’ marketing struggle. Milk (like bread and
meat) is a retail ‘footfall driver’ where aggressive special offers are used to help expand and preserve
market share. An Asda executive explains that milk ‘is a key value item for customers: 50% of our
customers tell us they look at the milk price every time they go in store, and that rises considerably for
those who are on low and fixed incomes’.250 Before Aldi and Lidl added pressure, milk was already a
leader in aggressive special offers. For example, in July 2010, Asda cut the cost of four pints of milk
overnight by 28p, with Tesco and others swiftly following the move.251 In 2012, a second round of retail
price cutting led to processor attempts to impose price cuts on farmers (see exhibit 4.1).
At the same time, the supermarkets have quite remarkably increased and maintained their share of the
price of each litre of milk. Whereas in the 1990s, retailers took a few pence per litre, this margin rose
steadily to above 20p per litre in the mid-2000s as exhibit 4.1 shows, and has remained there since. While
cutting the retail unit price per litre, supermarkets were able to maintain their margin on each litre. The
main losers were not farmers but processors.
Dairy farmers have never had an easy time because their farm-gate milk price has been volatile in ways
that bore no relation to their input prices and, in the longer term, the real farm-gate price was falling
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steadily. However, they continued to obtain 25-30p per litre for much of the period. The crisis in dairy
through spring and summer 2015 was caused by prices falling sharply to an average farm-gate price of
just below 25p a litre. Farmers then protested volubly. Farmers have considerable political and cultural
capital as emblems of rural life, and some freedom to speak because they are one stage removed from
supermarkets in the supply chain.
Exhibit 4.1 Retail and farm-gate milk price trends: pence per litre, 2000-13 (2013 prices)252

Processors have been squeezed in the middle as supermarkets take a rising share of the milk price and
farmers claim their 25p, as exhibit 4.2 shows. Dairy processors’ revenue share of a litre of milk dropped
from 35% in 2001 to 19% in 2011, from something like 25p to near 10p per litre. The milk processors – in
an industry now consolidated around a few major operators – must fight amongst one another to gain
supermarket contracts, and are under the continuous threat of losing the contract or seeing the terms
deteriorate. The silence of the processors in the face of this situation is revealing of an adverse power
relationship, the long-term consequence of which is an undermining of the profitability which sustains
individual processors and their intermediary niche.
In the dairy sector, as elsewhere, the supermarkets are not engaged in what an ecologist would recognise
as top-down regulation by weeding out unfit processors; they are disorganising the chain by capturing
profit in ways which make the processing niche increasingly untenable. The most damaging direct effects
are on the physical infrastructure of plants which process Welsh meat, mainly inside Wales, and Welsh
milk, partly outside Wales. This infrastructure needs localised extension and modernisation to sustain the
chain; but instead the infrastructure seldom gets investment and is often threatened with downsizing or
plant closure after the churning of ownership leaves a branch plant in the hands of a cost-cutting firm.
The damage is aggravated by the supermarket buyer practice of switching processing contracts between
firms so as to make all suppliers amenable (and incidentally leaving some plants with no orders).
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Exhibit 4.2 Supply chain shares of the retail price of milk (in pence per litre) between the main players,
1996-2011 (2013 prices)253

The processors’ reluctance to invest is entirely rational given the predatory behaviour of the
supermarkets. In researching our 2012 study of UK pig meat, we were repeatedly told by processors that
process investment was pointless because, under the regime of open book accounting and unannounced
plant visits, any gains would be taken by the supermarkets. The firms which do invest are generally the
exceptions which are on a trajectory of expansion through acquisition. Here the corporate vehicle is
changing shape so that like-for-like accounting comparisons are impossible and, as long as the lump of
profit is increasing, the rate of profit is much less of a constraint (until the acquisitions stop). The Irish
Dunby firm (which has invested substantially in the Llanybydder abattoir) has significantly made nine
major acquisitions in the period 1998-2014 to grow from Dungannon butcher into an UK-wide player in
red meat.254
The more usual pattern is one of minimal investment and pass-the-parcel changes in ownership before a
Welsh branch plant is threatened with closure. After the mid-1990s, Grampian Country Foods acquired a
substantial part of Welsh red meat processing, including the flagship St Merryn Merthyr Plant which has,
since 1999, had capacity of more than one million animals per year. In the mid-2000s, Grampian reached
the end of its trajectory of debt-fuelled expansion, financed by RBS under the Grampian founder’s motto
of ‘you make one pound so that you can borrow another four’. 255 In 2008 Grampian adeptly sold out to
the Dutch farmers’ co-op group, Vion, which thereby became the UK’s largest meat processor. Four years
later in 2012, Vion sold all its British operations after making heavy operating losses. Most of Vion’s red
meat and poultry businesses were sold on to Ranjit Boparan’s 2 Sisters group which was, an insider noted,
‘very good at taking cost out’. 256 Before the main sale went through, Asda had switched its lamb supply
contract from the Anglesey Welsh Country Foods processing plant, so Vion closed the Anglesey plant with
a loss of more than 300 jobs. The collateral damage was the closure of the last major slaughter facility in
North Wales, with a drop of more than 600,000 lambs per annum in Welsh slaughter capacity.257
In many ways, the key figure in the disorganised chain is not the angry farmer protesting over low prices,
but the disappointed processor announcing redundancies and closure, as in the case of the Saputo
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creamery at Newcastle Emlyn which, at its peak, employed 130 workers and was a large scale producer
of mozzarella for the food service market. The retreating Canadian owner announced closure in 2013 and
then complained of a ‘no-win situation’ in a highly competitive market where 85% of production costs
went on milk and cost volatility could not be passed on.258

4.3 What the WG should do: raising the social ask
Local sourcing plays a very important role in Wales. In Tesco we are proud to work with Welsh
agriculture and manufacturing and sell more than 400 Welsh products from over 65 suppliers
culminating in a £100million worth of sales. We have stores in many towns where suppliers are
based and we are proud to contribute to the success of these communities.
(Tesco, ‘Local sourcing. Great food, locally produced’)259
Before we can turn to proposing and justifying a new WG policy of ‘raising the social ask’ we have to
analyse in greater depth the relationship between the supermarket chains and producers and consumers
in Wales and across the UK. Here we take the largest of the big four chains, Tesco, as an example to
illustrate magnitudes, and develop an argument about relationships and leverage on market access,
prices and volumes for Welsh producers and processors. The starting point for this argument is how Tesco
and the other supermarkets represent themselves as socially-responsible businesses which are already
contributing to the localities and regions where they have stores. Thus, Tesco’s website has an interactive
search engine that lists ‘local suppliers’ within 30, 50 and 100 miles of any UK postcode, and the opening
quote about £100 million of purchases from Welsh suppliers is the message that every searcher gets if a
Welsh postcode is entered.
Tesco has a UK-wide local sourcing programme which dates back to 2008 when it appointed four regional
sourcing officers, two in England and one each in Scotland and Wales, with the aim of getting more local
produce into the stores of each region. The senior regional buyer in Wales was subsequently made
redundant but a more junior buyer continues to work with those regional suppliers.260 Like other
supermarket chains all across Europe, Tesco had found that local consumers wanted a nationwide offer
supplemented by fresh food and drink which had regional provenance. As the ex-Tesco buyer told us,
‘the key driver was consumer demand, particularly in Wales, people want to see Welsh products on our
shelves’.261 The initiative was a valuable one for smaller Welsh producers who could never meet the huge
volume demand from all of Tesco’s UK stores but could now tap the manageable demand for specialist
lines in Tesco’s Welsh stores. The success stories here included Blackwood’s Just Love Food Company
with specialist lines in nut-free cakes. The company started in a small way and initially sold into just 42
Tesco Stores across Wales but was by 2013 scaling up and hoping to get more lines into 350 Tesco stores
including many beyond Wales.262
£100 million of local produce is a big number, but this needs to be relativised and we can set it in context
in three ways. First, by considering which processor firms are included and excluded from the category
of ‘Welsh local supplier’; second, by calculating how the value of Tesco’s purchases from these Welsh
local suppliers relates to the value of Tesco purchases from all suppliers for Welsh stores; third, by relating
Welsh demand for dairy and meat to larger UK-wide demand for these products.


In early 2015, a Tesco spokesman claimed that 70 ‘Welsh local suppliers’ provided the chain with
450 product lines and then added the clarification that ‘this does not include national suppliers
based in Wales for example 2 Sisters’.263 The local suppliers programme was usefully helping
several score of small firms who actively benefited from Tesco buyer preference for Welsh
provenance. In a country like Wales (with a missing Mittelstand) this is a valuable contribution and
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all the supermarket chains should be encouraged into appointing regional buyers. But Tesco’s local
supplier programmes do nothing for the mainstream volume processors of Welsh meat and dairy
who continue to be dealt with in the old way through different buying channels where there is no
local preference. Meanwhile, Welsh meat producers suspect that Tesco, which is the UK’s largest
buyer of British lamb, is undermining the market position of their product. In August 2015, angry
North and South Wales farmers believed that domestic prices had crashed partly because Tesco
had continued to source lamb from New Zealand long after the traditional import season had
finished.264


If the local suppliers programme accounts for £100 million of local purchases for Welsh stores, our
value-added analysis of the Tesco Stores accounts then shows that this amounts to some £85
million of purchases from Welsh local suppliers because on average, 85 pence of every £1 spent by
customers goes to suppliers. We have then estimated the total value of all Tesco’s purchases for
its Welsh stores. This was done by counting the number of Welsh Tesco branches in various
different categories (Metro, Express, Extra and Superstore) and crediting each branch with Tesco’s
average sales and purchases for that type of outlet.265 The resulting total purchase figure of £2.2
billion is, of course, a Welsh estimate from UK averages with an uncertain margin of error because
Wales is a relatively poor part of the UK where Tesco has a very strong regional position. But the
inescapable fact is that, if Tesco’s total purchases for all its Welsh stores are around £2 billion, then
purchases from ‘Welsh local suppliers’ amount to less than 5% of the total (exhibit 4.3); and 95%
of Tesco purchases for Welsh stores operate on quite a different logic.

Exhibit 4.3: Comparison of Tesco PLC and its subsidiaries value added and purchases, 2014266
EBIT

Depreciation

Labour costs

Value added

Purchases

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

Tesco PLC

2,631

1,321

7,271

11,223

52,334

Tesco Stores

1,765

624

4,377

6,766

35,781

113

40

281

435

2,298

Wales



The final issue is whether getting Welsh produce onto Welsh supermarket shelves can solve the
problems of the Welsh meat and dairy industries. The fundamental constraint here is that Wales
has a population of just over 3 million which is no more than 5% of UK population. That fact (plus
distribution by UK-wide chains) explains why, as we noted in the last section, the Welsh consume
no more than 5% of the red meat produced in Wales. The point is reinforced if we make more
detailed calculations about Tesco’s Welsh floor space as a proportion of Tesco’s total UK floor
space.267 On the assumption that Tesco’s Welsh stores in each category are of UK average size,
then Wales has no more than a 6.4% share of Tesco’s floor space (see exhibit 4.4). The logic of the
numbers is that the future of Welsh dairy and meat depends on the terms of processor and
producer access to the UK sales made from the other 93.6% of Tesco’s floor space. In our view,
export sales beyond the UK are an intermittent bonus but should not be relied upon because,
whenever the pound is high (as in 2015) export sales become unprofitable and volumes decline.
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Exhibit 4.4: Tesco stores and floor space in Wales and UK268

Wales

Sq. ft.

Tesco
Wales share
%

No. of stores
UK

No.

No.

Tesco
Wales share
%

113,796

3,883,000

2.9%

49

1,672

2.9%

Extra

1,354,624

17,610,000

7.7%

19

247

7.7%

Metro

56,180

2,191,000

2.6%

5

195

2.6%

Homeplus

0

523,000

0.0%

0

12

0.0%

Superstore

936,768

14,110,000

6.6%

32

482

6.6%

2,461,368

38,317,000

6.4%

105

2,608

4.0%

Express

Total

Wales

Total floor space
UK

Sq. ft.

The small scale of Tesco’s local supplier programme is symptomatic of a larger problem in the voluntary
response of all the supermarket chains to pressure from producers and generally adverse media publicity:
typically, a minority of producers are offered better terms for their output (at the discretion of the
supermarket) but mainstream buying practice does not change significantly and the protests flare up
when prices next turn down. Since 2007, Tesco has operated a Sustainable Dairy Group which includes
600 farmers who obtain prices calculated on a formula related to costs of production with open book
accounting.269 In February 2014, Tesco (in conjunction with processor St Merryn) signed two year direct
contracts offering premium prices to the 200 lamb farmers supplying its premium Tesco finest line.270 But
by August 2015, after a North Wales distribution depot was blockaded by angry farmers, Tesco
management was placating protesters with 11pm emails offering face-to-face meetings;271 and, a week
later, Welsh and UK farming leaders were to hold an ‘urgent summit’ to discuss the deepening crisis in
the livestock and dairy sectors’.272
Westminster Government has so far responded to industry-wide crises with government-endorsed
voluntary initiatives. Following the milk crisis in the summer of 2012, the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs Select Committee recommended a voluntary code to ease conflict between processors and
farmers by increasing transparency around price-setting and limiting the ability of processors to ditch
farmers at short notice or keep them tied into contracts for long periods of time. This was agreed in
September 2012 by Dairy UK, representing the dairy processing industry, and the farming unions. It has
subsequently been adopted by most major dairy processors.273 However, the code has not prevented
ongoing aggravation, recurrent crises and the continued exit of small dairy farmers.
Against this background, the future of Welsh meat and dairy can be secured if the WG fundamentally
rethinks its stance towards private business, adjusts its priorities on procurement and identifies the scope
for joint action with other regional governments.


At present the WG is uncritically pro-business: its policies could be epitomised as ‘find out what
businesses want to do and ask how government can help’. Instead, it should recognise that WG’s
primary role should be to represent the social interest, and that involves distinguishing between
responsible and irresponsible business and asking a different question about ‘what are the
business behaviours, structures and outcomes that government wishes to encourage and
discourage?’ With supermarkets, their established behaviour vis a vis processors is such that WG
needs to play the role of social referee and blow the whistle loudly so as to safeguard processors
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and producers. This is particularly relevant for small and medium businesses which may lack the
internal skills and resources to effectively manage relations with large partners, which exacerbates
the asymmetry of power and scale in the supply chain.


This is not a matter of ideology but practicalities given the procurement magnitudes involved and
the backward linkages. As we have seen, the WG is much concerned with public sector
procurement which totals £4-5 billion. But Tesco, with less than 30% of the grocery market, makes
£2 billion of purchases for its Welsh stores (exhibit 4.3); and the supermarket chains altogether
must have purchases of around £6 billion for their Welsh stores and around £120 billion for all their
UK stores. Of course, Welsh public procurement policy matters if it can be used to help build firms
around stable, volume demand. But the WG’s preoccupation with reforming public procurement
should not crowd out a concern with refereeing private sector procurement by large firms.



There is here an opportunity for collective action with regional governments coming together (and
inviting Westminster to join) in pressuring the supermarkets. The opportunity for collective action
is here because it is only UK-wide demand which can sustain Welsh dairy and meat; and much the
same point applies to Humberside pigs or Cornish new potatoes. This is a chance to demonstrate
that devolution means more than out-competing your regional peers. In the next phase of
devolution, for example, a Severnside alliance of Wales and West Country on supermarkets would
make a lot of sense.

The new policy for supermarkets could be colloquially described as ‘raising the social ask’. Like other large
firms, such as those in utility provision, the supermarkets are grounded by the networks and branches
through which they access Welsh demand. They cannot exit without losing profitable turnover. Their
privilege is to draw down local demand, under planning systems which give large edge-of-town
supermarkets what are, in effect, local monopolies; and we should remember that (although they are
now defensively opening in-town convenience stores), well-sited edge-of-town superstores remain the
most profitable grocery outlets and are a low investment base for serving internet orders and home
delivery. This opens the question of how, in return for access to local demand, supermarkets can deliver
on social responsibility. This gives the WG a negotiating position and leverage to press an argument about
the Welsh social interest. The existing supermarket business model has three elements: trucking the
groceries in from regional distribution centres; transferring the sales revenue across the Severn Bridge
so profit can be taken in headquarters outside of Wales; and capturing processor and producer profits so
as to maintain margins. The WG represents a social interest which reflects the multiple identities of its
citizens as producer, tax payers and consumers. While WG welcomes low prices for consumers, these
should not be obtained by the exercise of power to capture processor and producer margins.
There needs to be a conversation about the social ask and potentially a more formal system of social
licensing which we have described elsewhere and would involve an explicit negotiation of formal
commitments on sourcing, training and living wages with all the major supermarket chains.274 The
problems of farming and food processing are such that action cannot wait. However, we can immediately
seek voluntary actions which could be implemented quickly (after taking legal advice on compliance with
EU and national regulatory obligations).
We expect that Tesco and the other supermarket chains would argue as Nassau Senior did in defence of
nineteenth century cotton mill owners: when faced with demands for a ten hour day, Senior argued that
all the mills’ profit was made in the last working hour.275 Supermarkets may argue that their margins
depend on the latest special offer (paid for by the processors) and on their ability to source cheap imports
at will. This is especially so because the expansion of Aldi and Lidl has disrupted the business model of
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the big chains accustomed to a world where confusion marketing around special offers allowed Tesco,
Morrisons and Sainsbury to make 4% or more on sales. Now they must adjust to price competition,
enforcing something more like the 2% margins which have been the norm for Asda and many European
chains.
If supermarkets protest, it is important to respond that on the available evidence the sky will not fall in if
the supermarkets stock more Welsh meat and dairy at fair prices. It is important to challenge the
assumption that everything the supermarkets do represents the best way and a finely-honed economic
rationality. Supermarket chains are a logistics miracle of distribution from regional centres which
replenish the shelves, but much of their sourcing is discretionary. It may suit Tesco to stock New Zealand
lamb in July and August this year, but by June mid-market Morrisons and hard discounter Aldi (as well as
Waitrose and Budgens) had already shifted to 100% British lamb.276 If change has a cost for the
supermarkets, we should remember the first principle of responsible business is that large, powerful
firms should not solve their problems at the expense of others.

4.4 Residential adult care
It is the people (and their carers) who use services and receive care and support who know best
what their individual needs, preferences and circumstances are. Planners and service providers
need to build on this potential to ‘co-produce’ to ensure the best services and best outcomes for
individuals. The same principle of co-production can apply in developing healthier communities
and reducing dependency, loneliness and isolation.
(WG, 2012)277
Adult care is another example, like food and farming, where the WG has worthy ambitions for a sector
which is experiencing severe problems.278 Meanwhile, the opening quote comes from the WG’s
‘Framework for Delivering Integrated Health and Social Care For Older People with Complex Needs’ which
in the usual way envisages everybody in the two sectors of health and care working together for
consensual outcomes, while passing over sharp conflicts of interest in care.
In residential care the problem is not that big business is oppressing other players, but that it can, through
rebuilding residential capacity, displace small business in a socially undesirable way. The financialised
chains are a kind of invasive species which can now expand rapidly by building new capacity in a sector
where a large tranche of older and small, soon-to-be retired homes is operated by small, local firms. This
is socially undesirable because financialised chains require higher rates of return on capital, which may
come at the expense of other stakeholders in the form of lower wages for the workforce and/or higher
prices for local authorities paying for beds from state revenues.
The back story here is that adult care has been outsourced to private providers who provide domiciliary
care and now operate more than 90% of residential homes in the UK;279 though Wales has a rump of local
authority owned homes, including some 20 in the Greater Cardiff area. The sector remains heavily
dependent on public funding via local authorities: the National Audit Office estimates the English ratio of
public to private spend on adult care is 2:1.280 In 2013-14 the Welsh local authority expenditure on public
services for older adults was around £550 million.281 The cost of adult care is a major issue because of
rising demand from an ageing population. UK-wide, the number of over-80s will increase from 3 to 6.1
million 2012-37. A similar doubling is projected in Wales where, according to recent WG calculations, one
in five of the over-80s has dementia and the total number with dementia will increase by a third to
55,000.282
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When residential care for one old person now costs more than £450 per week, this creates an immediate
political issue within the UK form of house property capitalism. The average Welsh house is worth
£170,000 and children may hope to benefit from the capital gains made by their elderly parents (rather
than see them applied to paying for a care home bed). In England, the Westminster Government has
retreated from the Dilnot proposals of 2011 and, most recently, postponed until 2020 introduction of a
£72,000 cap on private payment of care costs and £120,000 on hotel costs.283 The WG has introduced a
cap on private payment for domiciliary care of £60 per week but hesitates on capping residential costs in
a way which inevitably opens the WG to criticism from opposition parties.284
The social problem is that in both domiciliary and residential care, an underpaid workforce is delivering
care which is inconsistent and often of poor quality. The adult care workforce is preponderantly female,
low paid and ill-trained. A leaked document about MiHomeCare agency’s practices in Penarth showed
how many domiciliary care workers get well below the legal minimum wage because of unpaid travelling
time and ‘call cramming’.285 Inspections show care quality is also often inadequate. The Welsh regulator,
the Care and Social Services Inspectorate Wales (CSSIW), is very understated in its criticisms, but its most
recent report on inspections in the 2013 year disclosed that 24% of adult care homes did not meet
‘required standards,’286 most commonly because of poor unit management.287
The adult care system was in crisis by 2015, even before the Chancellor announced the target of a £9
‘national living wage’ which would raise wage costs. Problems were more acute in England where five
years of austerity from 2009-10 has led to real cuts of 17% in local authority spending on adult social
care, in line with overall budget cut backs.288 The position is more favourable in Wales, partly because
the WG has buffered the cuts and because residential occupancy rates are higher. Although demographic
pressures are very similar in Wales and England, in the first round of cuts from 2009-10 to 2012-13, public
expenditure on adult social care was cut by 5.5 % in England but only by 2% in Wales.289
Leaving aside the need for imaginative forms of care provision, what the adult care system needs
(especially in residential care) is the capacity to pay higher wages and charge local authorities lower fees.
The rise of financialised UK-wide residential chains has made this more difficult by institutionalising the
demand for high rates of return on the productive capital tied up in the activity, i.e. the financial value of
land and buildings, the physical capital necessary to the delivery of the service.
For-profit providers are long-established in adult care, but the financialised adult care chain is a post2000 development. The chains added three new elements: first, aggressive operating targets in terms of
free cash, extracted by special dividends and suchlike; second, financial engineering of the balance sheet
through use of debt and arbitrage of limited liability so as to minimise tax liability and maximise net equity
returns; third, willingness to expand by acquisition and an eye to profitable exit through sale or flotation
which allows the realisation of capital gains. All three practices are part of the classic modus operandi of
PE which moved into residential care in the early 2000s.
After PE entered the residential care market, there was a spate of debt-financed deals, using property
sale and leaseback structures which hastened significant consolidation in what had been a fragmented
industry. The spectacular result was the emergence of one giant chain, Southern Cross, which grew
astonishingly so that it more than doubled in size in one year from 8,200 beds in September 2004 to
28,000 beds by November 2005. By its collapse in 2011, Southern Cross was operating 750 care homes
with 37,000 beds and 41,000 staff, and HC-One was then established initially to take over 249 of these
homes.290 The longer term consequence was consolidation – around 5-10 large chains with 100-plus
homes. The Care Quality Commission (CQC) calculates that the top ten providers now control 11% of
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English care homes and 21% of the beds.291 Three of the top five chains, each with 125-250 UK homes,
are backed by PE (Four Seasons, Barchester, Care UK) and RBS owns HC-One Ltd.
The chains are financially engineered in a variety of ways which are socially undesirable. Chains routinely
use tax havens and debt finance to avoid the taxes that smaller operators have routinely paid and thereby
diminish the tax revenues available to government. The institutionalisation of tax avoidance should be a
major issue because it involves large sums of money. The Care UK chain for example has shifted from
equity to debt finance in the past decade; in 2005 debt accounted for 33% of its capital but by 2014 this
had risen to 85%. The motive is simple when debt interest payments are not taxed like profits. On our
calculations, this shift in financing has saved the chain’s owners, and therefore cost the Treasury, tax
payments of some £25 million a year in each of the past three years (2012-14).292
The indirect result is that chains like Care UK are much more financially fragile. This is because dividend
payments on equity can be postponed but PE backed chains are generally burdened with unavoidable
interest payments and debt covenants (and in some cases with rent payments under sale and leaseback
where they do not own the homes). Hence the big operators panicked response to the 2015 proposal for
a £9 ‘national living wage’ amidst growing fears that one of the major chains would collapse: the Four
Seasons chain, for example, with £500 million of debt has an annual interest bill of £50 million which is
roughly equal to current gross earnings.293
The underlying social problem is that the chains have institutionalised a high 12% cost of capital (in land
and buildings) through the Laing and Buisson calculations of a ‘fair price’ which were upheld by court
judgement in the case brought against Sefton council, which had offered less294. These calculations date
back to 2008,295 when Laing factored a 12% return on capital into the fees for a spot purchased bed so
that in their model a nursing care bed was £776 per week and of that £277 is allocated to capital for land
and building (36% of the total cost). Recent land and buildings costs were taken as the capital base, with
recognition that these costs are higher in London. The 12% return norm reflected past operating
experience of integrated firms (building and operating) and was a currently blended return which
combined the lower cost of issued debt and the higher returns expected by PE capital providers.
This expectation has since been normalised. ‘How to do it’ guides on buying a care home, advise private
buyers that (without financial engineering) they can earn 12% return on capital employed (ROCE) subject
to 85-90% occupancy. But, interest rates have fallen since 2008 and, if the whole sector were to be
refinanced, the required return would be lower. PE sources tell us that US pension funds are currently
financing the building of care homes (for others to operate) in expectation of lower rates of return of
around 8% on new build. And of course the public sector can borrow much more cheaply. UK local
authorities, for example, can borrow at 4% for 50 years from the Public Works Loans Board.
These observations allow us to construct a counterfactual. If the chains did not require a 12% return, less
of the cost of a spot purchase would be returned to capital and more can be returned to labour in the
form of higher wages and/or the local authority in the form of lower fees. As exhibits 4.5 and 4.6 show,
the effects on wages, and to a lesser extent on prices, are quite dramatic. The counterfactuals are based
on Laing’s provincial costs of land and buildings which are relevant to Wales. In this case, reducing the
claimed return on capital from 12 to 5% allows either an 18% reduction in price or a 40% increase in
wages or some combination of the two benefits. If the starting point is an 8% cost of capital, the benefits
are smaller but something like a 15-20% increase in wages is possible by low-cost public borrowing. The
calculations are basic but the possibility is that, even on the second scenario (from 8 to 5%), it would be
possible to pay proper living wages to the Welsh residential care workforce (without any increase in the
weekly cost).
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Exhibit 4.5: Calculating the savings from a reduction in the 12% return on capital employed (2012
prices)296
Per resident per week
(PRPW) @ 12% ROCE
£
%
Staff costs
Repairs and
Maintenance
Other (home)
non-staff costs
Capital costs
(12% return)
Ceiling fair
market price

Per resident per week
(PRPW) @ 8% ROCE
£
%

Per resident per week
(PRPW) @ 8% ROCE
£
%

£251

45.6%

£251

50.9%

£251

55.7%

£34

6.2%

£34

6.9%

£34

7.5%

£95

17.3%

£95

19.3%

£95

21.1%

£170

30.9%

£113

23.0%

£71

15.7%

£550

100.0%

£493

100.0%

£451

100.0%

No of beds

50

REDUCTION IN
PRICE PER BED
PER WEEK

£0

50

0%

-£57

50

-10.3%

-£99

-18.0%

Exhibit 4.6: Counterfactual ROCE reduction applied to increasing pay (2012 prices)297

Increase in total staff
compensation per
week per bed
(staffing approx. 1.1
FTE per bed)
Increase in annual
total staff
compensation per bed
(staffing approx. 1.1
FTE per bed) -52
weeks

12% ROCE
£

% increase
%

8% ROCE
£

% increase
%

5% ROCE
£

% increase
%

0.00

0.0%

56.67

22.6%

99.17

39.5%

0.00

0.0%

2,947

22.6%

5,157

39.5%

There may be some limited consolation for the WG that this is not an immediate problem because
financialised chains have most of their branches in England and their current share of Welsh residential
homes and beds is low. According to the latest CSSIW report, there are 675 older adult care homes in
Wales with 22,816 places. The Welsh residential sector is less concentrated than the English sector. If we
look at the five largest chains, Care UK has no Welsh homes and Four Seasons just seven homes while
the other three have 38 homes between them. At first sight, therefore, it seems that the big chains are a
small part of a mixed ecology of different types of provider in Wales. But we should note that an invasive
species is defined not by a dominant position in the habitat but by its capacity for rapid, unopposed
expansion from a position of marginality and this condition is met. We can demonstrate this by examining
the ecology of existing provision, new construction and retiring capacity in the ‘Greater Cardiff Area’
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(comprising five Local Authorities: Caerphilly, Cardiff, Newport, Rhondda Cynon Taff and Vale of
Glamorgan).
The sector is complicated by a multiplicity of different owners (including not-for-profits and, in the Cardiff
case, local authorities) who typically hold different kinds of stock. Post-1980 residential homes with en
suite rooms are more desirable than converted Victorian houses or older (typically local authority built)
homes. Modern en suite accommodation is more attractive to the customers, especially middle class
customers who pay higher prices. Modern purpose built homes with 50-plus beds are also cheaper to
staff and the only investable proposition for PE. The widely-used Knight Frank and Rutley calculations of
operator returns show that overall profitability of residential homes is demonstrably higher in the 60-79
and 80-99 bed size categories.298 For these reasons, over the next 20 years, we expect the older
accommodation will be retired and replaced. The question of who holds what kinds of accommodation,
and who is re-building, is crucial to the future of different kinds of operators.
We used online directories and Google maps to research who runs what in Cardiff, and found that two
tranches of older accommodation were held by small ‘mom and pop’ firms and local authorities. To begin,
we have local small operators with a single home or up to four homes in one locality who operate a total
of 53 homes with 1,578 beds in Greater Cardiff. Two-thirds of their homes, and more than half their beds,
are in converted houses which make small homes of around 30 beds where only 27% of beds were en
suite. The other vulnerable operators in Greater Cardiff are local authorities which have older purposebuilt homes from the 1960s and 1970s which are typically all single rooms but with no en suite. They will,
like 1960s university halls of residence, all need retiring because standards and expectations are rising;
and Welsh local authorities cannot at present rebuild as they do not have spare income or clear
borrowing powers.
The future of residential care then belongs to operators who can replace retiring capacity with larger new
homes which meet modern standards and are cheaper to operate. There is no available series on new
build, but we can proxy new build over the past five years in Greater Cardiff by considering who operates
newly-registered homes. We find that rebuilding is dominated by larger operators, which increasingly will
be financialised chains with access to finance from the capital market and a plan to build in units of 60 or
more beds. If we consider new home registrations in Greater Cardiff since 2009, chain operators with five
or more homes have added 21 purpose-built homes and 1,210 beds; local ‘mom and pop’ operators with
four or fewer homes have added just five purpose-built homes with 171 beds.
Rather alarmingly, the WG and its sector regulator CSSIW has not focused on these specifics and the
changing ecology of care home provision. CSSIW collects no statistics on who operates what, and WG
policy on adult care cannot focus on the issues because WG is, as in other outsourced sectors, distracted
by separating policy from execution. In the UK, this dates back to the Next Steps report of 1988 which
first licensed the large-scale creation of executive agencies and subsequently provided an alibi for
outsourcing.299 As we have argued elsewhere, this form is deeply flawed, not least because problems
arising are always attributed to imperfect execution of the design so the division of responsibility itself is
never in question, despite repeated failure.300


The WG will lead by setting the framework and measuring outcomes, working within its newly
developed ‘national well-being outcomes framework’. Here, for example, is the role of government
in the current three year plan for improvement of social services: ‘The role of Government is to set
the framework for policy and legislation. We are doing this by developing a national well-being
outcomes framework for social services, setting standards and developing measures. We will
collect and analyse data and evidence on the delivery of the outcomes and specify a programme
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of system and service transformation/improvement to support our aim of better outcomes for
people who need care and support.’301


Delivery is subcontracted. A service commissioner contracts with a private sector or voluntary
provider so that the same three-year plan explains: ‘Organisational performance and delivery is
the responsibility of the organisation itself, whether statutory, voluntary or private. The sector will
be required to report its performance against the national well-being outcomes framework for
social services. The government will then have a clear view of where social services are doing well
and where improvement is needed’.302



Inspection is the basis for visibility and legibility. Thus the Regulation and Inspection of Social Care
(Wales) Bill builds on the Social Services and Well-Being (Wales) Act, 2014, and aims to ensure that
regulation moves beyond compliance with minimum standards and addresses the quality of
services and the impact which they have on those who receive them. If passed, the Bill will place
greater accountability on social care providers by introducing an outcomes-based approach to the
regulation of care and support services.303

There is no end to this cycle of inspecting quality which will, in our view, do nothing to end the ongoing
crisis in adult care. On present evidence, this crisis is likely to be managed by giving the financialised
chains the returns they want (and quite unintentionally presiding over changes which put the ‘mom and
pop’ providers out of business). If WG wants to tackle the crisis in adult care, the policy opportunity is for
WG to borrow cheaply and build new care homes all across Wales for operation by small firms (‘mom
and pops’ as much as not-for-profits). If the WG wants to do this imaginatively, as we argue in our
forthcoming adult care report, it should think creatively about building different kinds of residential
homes.
This would require WG to acquire greater borrowing power because devolution without a measure of
control over the public balance sheet offers the WG little real power. It would also be necessary to adopt
a less economistic concept of infrastructure and see that the first priority is dispersed investment in social
infrastructure that increases welfare across Wales. Infrastructure is (or should be) about much more than
backing a few economic grand projects like taking the M4 across the Newport levels. All this opens an
agenda for research and raises more questions than we have space or time to address. But, even in this
outline form, our argument and proposal shows how the WG could and should think divergently about
industry-specific ways of supporting responsible business.
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Conclusion
From devolution to making a new Wales
Wales has always been now. The Welsh as a people have lived by making and remaking
themselves in generation after generation, usually against the odds, usually within a British
context, Wales is an artefact which the Welsh produce. If they want to. It requires an act of choice.
Today it looks as though that choice will be more difficult than ever before. There are roads out
towards survival as a people, but they are long and hard and demand sacrifice and are at present
unthinkable to most of the Welsh.
(Gwyn Alf Williams (1985) When was Wales)304
We have recommended that the Welsh Government should share responsibility for income tax at
all rates with the UK government…. The National Assembly for Wales would then vote to decide
the level of Welsh income tax for each rate (currently basic, higher and additional) individually….
If the tax rates were raised the Welsh budget would be higher; and if they were reduced the Welsh
budget would be lower.
(Silk Commission (2012), Part 1 Report)305
The first staccato, histrionic quotation comes from the historian Gwyn Alf Williams posing the question
of ‘when was Wales?’ against the background of Thatcherite deindustrialisation and the miners’ strike in
the mid-1980s. His answer was that Wales was not a separate polity because it defined itself in relation
to England; and Wales is ‘always now’ because it is recurrently an invention of recent date. By the 1980s
Wales was urgently in need of another reinvention through a renewal that was then simply unthinkable.
In this report, we have posed the question of where is Wales after nearly 20 years of devolution. Our
answer is that devolution has not so far delivered the necessary reinvention. Wales is not in a good place
partly because it is mired in confusion about the objectives and instruments of economic policy. Our
message of hope is that Wales has real possibilities of doing policy differently and getting to a better
place through reinvention. Our analysis is separated by 30 years from Gwyn Alf’s history, but is connected
because both emphasise the importance of choice and shifting the limits on what is thinkable.
The second quotation, in measured administrator’s prose, gives us what is currently thinkable. It is drawn
from the executive summary in the first part of the Silk Commission’s report on the fiscal powers of WG.
The background, of course, is that in 1997 the UK Government transferred important spending powers
to the WG, whose revenue still came in the form of a block grant from Westminster.
In 2012, the Silk Commission proposed, as a kind of next step, that the WG gain some power to raise
revenue by setting taxes, most notably by varying the rate of income tax. On borrowing powers, there
was a recommendation that the WG should have ‘the capacity to borrow for capital investment on a
prudent basis subject to limits agreed by HM Treasury’.306 The immediate question was whether Silk had
gone far enough. Our answer would be: certainly, not far enough on the issue of borrowing powers. But
there is a more fundamental issue about how Silk reinforces a very narrow understanding of devolution
as transfer of power from London to Cardiff rather than as an opportunity to create a new kind of
constitution.
As our analysis has progressed we have argued for the unthinkable by challenging standard problem
definitions and proposing new policies which engage with Welsh specifics rather than rehash generic
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recipes. Our argument moves from dashboard measures and welfare minima through building the
Mittelstand to connected procurement and responsible business. In this last chapter we want to argue
that, when considered altogether, these arguments make the case for a kind of constitutional renewal
and reinvention which is much more radical than what is currently thinkable as devolution.
Our analysis at every point recognises the interpenetration of economy and society and is an argument
about how that interpenetration could, and should, be managed. In terms of objectives, minimum
welfare for all is a social objective which is derived from ideas of democratic citizenship, not any concept
of ‘economic man’. In terms of policy, after big business has been given a leading role through
privatisation and outsourcing, the need is now for socially-directed responsible business which requires
government policies very different from the generic pro-business policies of structural reform and
competitive markets (plus training and infrastructure).
Hence the need to question prevailing narrow definitions of devolution where the Silk Commission is only
being orthodox. The Oxford dictionary defines devolution as ‘the transfer or delegation of power to a
lower level, effectively by central government to local or regional administration’.307 This relates closely
to conventional earlier understandings of ‘home rule’. In the UK the idea of home rule is associated with
pre-1914 Irish political demands; but in the United States home rule means self- government by
municipalities and counties below federal state level. So Webster’s dictionary defines home rule as ‘selfgovernment or limited autonomy in internal affairs by a dependent political unit (as a territory or
municipality)’.308
In all these cases, the concept of relations between centre and periphery is one of zero-sum with power
as a known quantity: the centre starts by holding power which is (under political pressure) transferred in
a discretionary way to the periphery and so the centre loses what the periphery gains. This concept is
popular right across the UK because local political elites can generally agree on asking for more powers.
Their justification is local benefit, which is often then to be achieved through competition between
regimes. The Scottish nationalists fought their 2014 referendum with one firm promise of cutting
corporation tax; which was then neatly trumped by UK-wide tax cuts announced in the 2015 Westminster
budget. Against this background, more powers for Celtic nations and English regions need to go hand in
hand with much more imagination and experimentation in how those powers are used.
If we want a more radical re-invention, our report’s arguments have a double logic. First, on what
economists call the supply side, government needs to shift from creating a generic business-friendly
environment to promoting social responsibility by encouraging grounded firms and raising the ask of big
business. Second, and relatedly, our policy objectives need to be recast so that the question is whether
and how we are meeting demand in the welfare-critical foundational activities which provide basic goods
and services for all citizens. By connecting these arguments, we can see the case for government action.
The role of government is to ensure that the rights of businesses are balanced against responsibilities
because the social purpose of the economy is to secure the conditions of civilised life for all citizens.
Government is the only agency which can do this because it has legitimacy derived from an electoral
mandate.
In making these arguments, we are only taking up issues which were discussed in a very focused way in
1930s America by those who wished to make capitalism work better (not replace capitalism with
socialism or build a bigger state). The basic point was made by one of the greatest of all twentieth century
American observers of the market economy - Adolf Berle - whose views exerted a profound influence on
Roosevelt’s New Deal. Berle insisted that big business, ‘exists and derives its right to exist under, and only
under, a tacit social contract. This social contract requires management of big business to assume certain
responsibilities. Assumption and fulfilment of them entitles big business to the privileges it receives from
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the State, and to acquiescence in their existence by the economic community they affect and serve.’309
This basic point is simply lost by both sides when left and right debate the merits of state hierarchy versus
market as coordinating principles; the question is not one about coordination but about directing and
building a responsible and constructive kind of business power.
The post-1979 changes in the UK make Berle’s point more apposite than ever because these changes
have given business a leading role in our society; and, for better or worse, curbed the countervailing
power of organised labour right across the private sector. After privatisation and outsourcing, large parts
of the foundational economy producing basic goods and services have been transferred into private
ownership and operation. Private firms – big and little – thereby gain the right to draw revenue and
profits from activities which are usually sheltered from international competition and often have a degree
of local monopoly in providing mundane goods and services. Activities such as food retailing and care are
also powerfully intertwined with welfare through the multiple identities of people as consumers, workers
and local residents and through a network of reciprocal chain relations within local, regional and national
spaces.
In this context we favour radical new policies which would extend what government does, but not return
us all to the old world of command and control. Of course, activity specifics need to be considered and in
some infrastructural activities, like power generation or railways, there is a good case for large stateowned corporations. As we have argued elsewhere, there is a strong case for ending train franchising
where we have a charade of profit-taking without market risk or investment; while billions of investment
in rail infrastructure each year are, effectively, already being financed by state borrowing. But we make
no assumption that large, state-owned, hierarchically-controlled corporations would generally deliver
superior results; and there are many reasons to suppose that many state and public organisations, like
NHS trusts and universities, will need to be reminded of their social responsibilities just as much as Tesco
or BT. The removal of private profit does not guarantee social virtue. Furthermore, the either public or
private choice sets up a false opposition when, as in adult care, we need to mobilise cheap state
borrowing in support of small operators.
We start, like Berle, by accepting that private corporate actors have (and will continue to have) a leading
role in the economy. Indeed, we have elsewhere argued that, through the outsourcing of foundational
economy activities, the large conglomerates like Serco or G4S are now governing institutions joined in
relations of co-dependence with the state and operating under the protection of government. As Berle
would see, these firms all have rights that are created, or at least tolerated, by government, whose limited
competences mean that government would be hard-pressed to do without them. State protection may
be explicit and contractual, as with rail franchising or social care; or regulatory, as in the relation between
supermarkets and planning permissions. Alternatively, the social license may involve not disturbing de
facto territorial monopolies as with bank branches; or may even include state inducements to invest as
with rural broadband rollout.
Hence the need to go beyond transfer of power, devo max and home rule with democratic engagement
narrowly thought in terms of electoral participation and political parties. Wales needs renewal through
what we would call a new constitutional settlement which redirects power by changing the definition of
who negotiates what with whom and, specifically, opens a new conversation between government and
business. If private business is a governing institution in Wales, then it needs to be recognised as part of
the constitution - and in turn business then needs to recognise social obligations, as would any other
important constitutional actor. This mutual recognition would create a new constitutional settlement.
Like any constitutional settlement in a democratic state it needs to be freely negotiated; all important
actors, corporate and non-corporate, need to have their voices heard and their interests defended. That
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will not be easy, but then democratic constitutional settlements are not meant to be easy: they are meant
to be the way we learn to govern through ambition and compromise. The task of political leadership in
Wales (and the rest of the UK) is to stop using the empty language about business-friendly government
and to set about finding mechanisms and institutions through which socially responsible business can be
promoted. The task of political organisation through parties and other means is to set this agenda.
The problem is not that we have not transferred enough powers over tax revenues (or even borrowing
powers) from Westminster to Cardiff. The problem is that in Wales (as in the rest of the UK) we have,
since 1979, ceded state power and created privileges for corporate interests and organised money.
However, we have so far neglected to hammer out the constitutional terms of state involvement in how
that power is used, especially in welfare-critical foundational activities. Naturally, the particular terms of
the settlement will vary in different activities; but we favour making all larger private firms (and public
organisations) responsible for the terms of their procurement, employment and service provision
through measures which specify a manageable contribution to social objectives. With SMEs, we favour a
different and more indirect approach of reinforcing the financial incentives to hold and build the firm
because ownership churning undermines responsibility. This is what democratic control of economic life
is all about in the Welsh economy now.
Devolution is so far about the transfer of legal and economic power, but it could and should be the
opportunity to create a new kind of constitutional settlement. This would open up a different concept of
power as something that has to be re-negotiated between government and business as partners in a new
social contract. In this political revolution, Wales could lead; if we are now serious about reinvention,
Wales must lead.
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